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Chapter 1 
INTBODOCTIOR 
A survey made by MaecCieaeiit and Rtehardt (195$) In 
Canada shoved that the frequency wi th whioh some o f the w i l d 
plants are infected vith viruses is high* Virologists have 
been primarily concerned with viruses causing econOBle losses 
in cultivated plants over looking many weed species that grow 
In or around cultivated areas. !Qiese weed species may act as 
reservoirs of viruses. In all probability. , most economically 
Important viruses have moved from vlld plants to cultivated 
ones vhen new crops have been introduced into an areajwlth 
cultivated plants often infect vlld plants whidi form a perma-
nent reservoir of virus for further cultivated crops. 
Interest in viruses in wild plants may result in greater 
efforts to prevent virus spread from then. Bennet (Id52) 
expressed the opinicm that "there are s t i l l many viruses In 
weeds waiting to escape into cultivated plants.^ 
Yrlanthema is a common weed occurring in India^ specially 
in Uttar Pradesh. It is found in wasteland as well as in 
and around cultivated fields. 
Shis plant has been given the Sanskrit name of sveta 
Punarnava or White Boerhaavla from the resemblance of its 
foliage when young to that of §SUi^Ua^ iWlMk* Both plants 
when in this condition are eaten as vegetables after being 
well boiled. In coinaion with I , p^R^friffl and !• §^jSi&f^,m 
i t s loot i s considered by natives throughout India as having 
cathartic and irritant properties. It is also administered 
to women to procure abortion. Ainstie says **the root which 
i s bitter and nauseous, is given in powder in combination 
with ginger as cathartic, when fresh i t i s somewhat sweet". 
(M&U Ind. H, 370). He also notices similar properties in 
X. 4fga|E 4^gat ^'^ Stewart records that £• p»ntamira is said 
to be used in the Punjab to procure abortion. In native 
practico the roots are considered useful in obstructions of 
the liver, astlwma, and amanarrhoea. Tim dose as a pergative 
i s about twojof th» powdered root to be irepeated until the 
desired effect is produced. 
A mosaic disease of X g m i ^ M gggl^Ugagligma vas 2bund 
to be prevalent in Aligarh. tto virus has been reported on 
trianthema though it has been found alternate host fbr several 
viruses. 
!Ihis dissertation deals with (I) host range, sya|>tomatology, 
physical properties in plant sap of the virus causing motaic 
disease of frian^heM. and (II) plan of work for further 
characterisation of the virus. 
ChapUr e 
HSVIEM OP LITSMJORB 
A mo tale diaeaat of ^If^ itfrWffi fi9«ff}ftn4fl4MS« «»• 
d«sorib«d hy ITcnkatarasraa (1947). J . cogomandallanma m 
ictroducad vead eomaonly fomid. along road aidt and In vasta 
places in several parts of India was affected in Bangalore 
by a vain clearing loosalo of ttno young Ibllaga aecoopanled by 
dwarfing and. In soioe by a tendency to upward curling of 
the leaves. Diseased plants were altogether stunted, Ttm 
condition resembled thi vein clearing mosaic of Hibiscus 
gac^l«Rtmf the A type of infectious chlorosis of KltftlbfUl 
y^t^foll,ai and tobacco leaf curl virus. 
Pound (1947) tbund 3e©t mosaic disease prevalent In the 
Pacific Itorth ^%st. 3n the basis of host range, sys^toms an! 
properties, the author considered i t identical with the sugar 
beet mosaic virus occurring in U.S.A. but distinct from the 
beet mosaic virus in Europe, On sugar l>eet leaves the syilptoms 
appeared as chlorotic mttling or as yellow rings with dark 
green centres, the spot becoming sonata and frequently necrotic 
with age, Ihe leaves of garden beet showed vein clearing 
followed by small chlorotic rings with dark green centres, 
often young leaves presented an irregularly etched appearance 
along the veins, l§»ohanioal inoculation with the sugar beet 
mosaic virus Infseted a l l ohenopo^ceous plants tested, 13a» 
primaxy natural lx>sts were considered to be beet, spinach, 
UmlA USM&m, eind ^maranthua WlfTOUy3My> I£&ll£l& StOU 
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«n<i gftfig^lla ]mim-a.ftalftr4a vere suse«ptlbl« and MxtiiM 
hybrida and ettltlTatMd pansy ver« symptomless e a r r l t r s . Trans-
mission experiment shoved that the Aohis fabae and Wzna 
peraieae are vectors of the virus* The virus was transmitted 
readily by s^chanical means wit^ or vithout carborundum and 
was recovered from semi-mature but not from mature seeds. 
The virus was inactivated when aged Uk y^V9 ^ov 72 hr at 
20«C, when diluted 1 to 2300 and when heated fbr 10 minutes 
a t 6l«C* 
Severin and Drake (194?) infected by mechanical inooula* 
tion ft^,g4algi brac^caai i^ xsM&t A* fi&ibEU var. Msla^b&t 
gMgflgagfliimB alimki £• m£s^$ i&L8S2JL& ^ U - var. tfnHU<?ltft 
with sugar beet mosaic virus extract* 4II xhe weeds showed 
^stemic infection and the virus was recovered from each 
species, Phvsalis aneula^ta L, as a tes t plant for the potato 
leaf ro l l virus was reported by Hevey aniX Bonds (1948)* About 
10 days after inoculation with aphids carrying the potato leaf 
ro l l virus, Piyysalis ^ngy^ata developed severe stunting with 
chlorosis and mottling of the leaves typical of severe leaf 
r o l l infection. This was considered as a more suitable tes t 
plant for ths virus than potato, 
Krikpatrick (1943) also reported some indicator plants 
for studies with ^ e leaf ro l l virus of potato. Transsisslon 
experiments with potato leaf ro l l virus into seedlings of 
liSkMiSL tj^mmn^m, a s u & l U aBg^UJ^ Q^^ i^ nvriaanft readily 
caused dis t inct symptoms, transmission percentage of each 
plant from inseet (M^M, persitia^^ feedings being 20 to 40, 
52 to 70 and 72 to 90^ xe^eetlvely« In some cases 100^ 
transmission was obtained with B o a U a g4ffg4<llilll*. 
Capoor and VevsA (1948) described a izosaie disease 
affecting i^£iy^ &Ii2a» 7^ authors suggested the name 
* Distortion mosaic' of Datura albq^  and Datura virus 3 accord-
ing to Smith's classification. She virus caused light and 
dark green mosaic accompanied by blister like patches of daric 
green portion of leaf iMiinai distortion and reduction in 
s ise of leaf in Datura fiiJiA* The plants weze seldom dwarfed. 
The causal virus withstood heating for 10 min at 63«C, retained 
infectivity at a dilution of i in 10000 and after storage for 
3d days at room ten^erature (80*F)« The virus also infected 
HiCQlima laMsUBIt £AfittBi& ap. and SStldUm WftWattB and 
produced local necrotic lesions on fftftffl^ Qlia wQMli&t UMM. 
giagmia and miMSmk tt^lqagaBa* ^^^ viros was transmitted 
by mma, s^Esism,» 
Runley and Thomas (1048) studied the virus coasplex of 
carnation and reported that the losses due to streak and 
yellow coiqilez in 3047 amounted to more than 30/t of the total 
production. The plants to which the carnation mosaic virus 
may pass were UBS^f GeUry, Sugar beet, qalendulay Pftaa^glm 
vulgaris, hollj^ock, white clover, sweet clover and Gladiolus^ 
while aster and Nicotian^ yusticfi were liable to infection by 
streak. Both mosaic and streak were transmissible by grafting. 
Kirk Patrik (1948) reported som^ indieator plants for 
studies with the Itaf roll virus of potatoes* The rate of 
symptom dei^lopo»nt was most rapid in physalis florid ana and 
slowest and least reliable in expression in mtnra ^tramonitta, 
£» I'loiridana had the highest percentage of infection when one 
and five aphids (MSSM, BftiaHfiie) were used, £^  iltg^lft^a ^^ 
the highest when ten aphids were U8ed« 
Costa and Bennett (1950) described a mosaic disease of 
gyB 9^rV »^, PX2ffil£2il& transmitted by white fly (jeffigift IfiMsi) • 
The virus was transmitted to a low percenta^ of inoculated 
plants by Juice inoculation, but was not transmitted through 
seeds of diseased Euphorbia prunifblia plants, lib transmission 
was obtained by white f l i es that fsd through a membrane on 
liquid preparation from diseased plants. Female white f l ies 
were found more efficient in transmittizig the virus than males. 
Single insects transmitted the disease to about S0% of the 
plants on which they fed. The virus persisted in the vector 
for at least 20 days. 
Faan and Johnson (1951) tested 216S} samples from i60 plant 
species for the presence of cucumber nmsaio virus. Of these 
360 (l6.7j() were found to be infected, distributed among 15 
annuals and 15 perennials or biennials. Of the 41 hosts 
previously reported as naturally infected, 17 were verified. 
Those recorded for the f irst time for harbouring Hie virus 
vere liSSMOai. £&ElJ,ftfi&« ^^^rtjja gawll^tftt Yftlfr^ ftftft aXOsis. 
a&ii£f iU&iifilM sp., i?alfflgn4uiB < a^eraliupiy ^^isx dZSSiSmdUf 
qillataT mlYM JiaISM and Sel&sm §.PM9.S&» ^he authors concluded 
that the presence or absence of the disease In most cucumber 
and tODaeco crops was not associated with the occurrence of 
infected perennial veeds or other known perennial host in the 
vicini ty and doubted whether thei r eradication in or near cosmei 
c ia l fields would effectively control the disease* 
Capoor and Verma (1951) reported a disease of Datura 
inexia characterised by severe puckering and distort ion of the 
leaves and flowers and designated i t as Datura distorticoi 
mosaic. It was transmitted readily by sap Inoculation and by 
the aphids |fyzus persicae and Aahis gossvpii in nature. It i s 
not seed borne. Infection appeared to be confined to the 
s^olanaceae with the exception of fetragonia expansa on which 
concentric local rings were produced. The vir ta was inactiva-
ted by 6 day's exposure to a i r at rooai temperature. 
Quantz (1952) presented essential information on the 
sytsptoiuatology, transmissibility by aphids and seeds pathogene^ 
city to other hosts of economic importance and control of 
lettuce mosaic virus. I t is transmissible to certain common 
weeds such as 4^mQlo mU^Vi§.$ jmsMM. MS&L as well as to 
peas and sweet peas. 
Bradley (i95a) studied aphid transmission of a s t ra in 
of Henbane mosaic virus which caused a severe wilt of j j . s t ra-
monium. Transmission occurred during feeding periods of 5-19 
sec. The probability of a single puncture resulting in infec-
t ion reached a maximum at 20-30 sec during vdiich s ty le t s did 
not penetrate to the centre of the epideimal ce l l and very 
l i t t l e salvia was ejected. 
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Smith (1952) discussed the problem of latency in plant 
viruses and production of new virus diseases* Hiree were regard-
ed as truly latent v i z . , dodder latent mosaic, potato paracrin-
kle and latent virus of sugar beet and marigold. Viruses which 
attacked isolated plants scw^times severely but are without 
natural means of spread and hence disappear on the death of the 
original host unless propagated a r t i f i c i a l ly were grouped in a 
related but separate category. Ihese included arabis mosaic and 
tobacco broken ring spot viruses, a virus disease of lovage 
(i^tfiH^trnni S,gqt^ ffi\W) ^nd mosaic of Pifflpinella MSU£&£&-
Costa and Sannett (i953) reported Bemesia tabaei to be a 
probable vector of Abutilon mosaic virus, Roberts (1953) used 
Datura stramoniuq as an indicator plant for raising the seeds 
of potatoes free from potato virus X. Szirmai (i953) noticed 
the presence of tobacco necrosis virus in c^binat ion with 
!EhielaviODSis basicola in seedling bed in nursely garden (m 
tobacco and species of g^gsigup^, iMSSi^* W&X£mS>m and frimt^l,^. 
Oarga (1953) studied a virus disease of Thevetia nerifol ia . 
The virus was transmitted by wedge grafting to f, neriifolia^ 
Datura stramonium and Sutton's early market tomato while White 
Burley and Harrison*s Special tobacco respond with wild mottle 
and curling. 
Newton and Pieris (1953) reported a sap transmissible mosaic 
virus affecting Ggo f^i^ arj^ a §^rf^§t^ and £. hirsuta which caused 
vein clearing followed by pale green mottle. Miller (1953) des-
cribed a new tomato disease in I l l i no i s , characterised by vein 
clearing and foliar necrosis. I t resembled tobacco mosaic virus 
in some properties but differed in the production of 
necrotic local lesions on large black eye cowpea 
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and in fallute to produce lesion on five variet ies of E. 
yul^garis. I t vaa inactivated after 30 minutes/to 70»C but 
was unstable during storage a t 2» and freezing, 
Natti e t a l . , (1053) investigated susceptibili ty to 
lOoctate leaf ro l l virus of over 150 speei^s in 39 families 
using Hysus persicae for inoculation, l^eavery of vii«s was 
at tei^ted by feeding; aphids for S to 6 days on the t e s t plant 
and transferring the© to indicator plants i#e*, ^hys^l^is 
florldaaa^ 1* an gala ta or Mly£& stramyi^iua, Hine species 
of iusaranthaceae were tested and a l l veire found susceptible, 
Ifolana Ian ceo lata was the only ot^er non-solanaceous species 
found to be susceptible, l&st of the solanaceous species 
tested were found to be susceptible, Infscted pliuits of 
solanaceous species not shoving any syiqitosis were 4yQ2££^  
li?ilXftaq,ttftf egg plant, w<:^Mn»kmM, nAmX^^lUtQUmt Mflftteai 
glMMaa^f &. ga.a,l^ fl&; ^ M M § . msm^mtt SsdamM c^Hrw-
^rayaiaa e t al , , ( i953) tested weeds and other plants 
growing in and around potato f ields, serologically for the 
presence of potato virus X and X, Fifty six plant species in 
lj9 families were investigated. Plants of Solanaceae alom 
were found to harbour potato virus X and Y, 4kbout ao different 
viruses were detected in plants with virus like syijiptoms, but 
none showed ai^ serological relationship with potato virus X 
or I . Potato virus X was found in mtura straiaQniifa^ and 
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tomato^ PVY in tobacco and petunia and both vere present 
together in Kieotiana rttstiaa and potato, ie in (1953) summari-
sed information on the function of weeds as reservior of is^or-
tant plant viruses. This was based on 31 contributions to the 
l i t e ra tu re , 
Kohlar (1953) reported that Qomohrena gJ^obosa reacted 
specifically to inoculation with a virus from ^n^hus arvenais 
and tobacco tentatively re£)9rred to as potato stem mottle 
and with tomato spotted w£t virus. Cereal yellow dwarf virus 
was shown to have a wide host range in the grass family by 
Oswald and Houston (1053). Of 55 grasses inoeulated| 36 species 
of the Graminae proved to be susceptible, 20 displaying mors 
or less pronounced stunting and yellow or red foliar discolora-
tion, while 16 carried the virus in a mas^d fom and the 
remaining 19 were immune. Widely grown among the sys^tomless 
grasses were QsmSOSi {iASMSR^ JiASSSLU&. f(l9m,X^%^f IP^^M^ 
arundinacea and £!g)& nratensis. 
Kirkpatrick and Ross (1953) found Hvaus peraieae to be a 
laore efficient vector than l^ eonvelvuli or ^^rp^j^phum 
agl»?^UglU vi^ en Sim&lU U9V^m^ and ^ g^ffijl^lft seedlings 
were used at test plants. E» f3rOri<3iat^ ^ was poorer than ei ther 
of the above but better than potato. The older leaves of 
potato were a richer source of inoculum than the younger ones. 
I t was inferred from the studies that aphid feeding causes 
changes in the plants tending towards resistance to systemic 
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Infection, The autbors also inferred that there i s no fixed 
la tent period of potato leaf ro l l virus in i t s aphid vector 
bat rather a tins of low probability of infection dtie to the 
altered feeding accompanying isovesent to different hosts . 
Boss (1963) reported Physalis floyi^ana as a local lesion 
tes t plant for potato virus 1 and founl that a sufficient 
number of lesions for quantitative vork developed on £• f lo r i -
dana provided the plant had been kept gioving vigorous 
and given extra l ight during the winter month. 
My chaudhuri (19S3) studied virus responsible for a 
yellows type disease of bayberry ( t tok% fliSaUalsaaJLS) which 
was designated as chlorogonum ayrieae n* sp« or bayberry 
yellows virus. I t was shown to be transmissible by cleft-
garfting and through dodder fQusg^it^ fsampestyies and £• 
subinelusa) ^ but not by ten species of leaf hoppers or through 
the seeds of i t s own host, finea rofea and dodder* fhe disease 
was ceur^d by ejgjosure for six days to a teisperature of 
41.6 to 42»C, 
Keener (1054) Identified tobacco awsaic virus as the 
cause of a yellow mjttle in Dsftura aeteloids and yieotiana 
gl&uea growing wild la Arizona, Crrandall (1964) reported soma 
new additional hosts of Abutlion mosaic virus from Bl Salvador, 
They were a^^gQ.|?,|,iti spp., mmm Rffi£l^.M) MMS^mMtSSHSJSm^" 
Ummt U^MsisnsL mm§Mmh < t^ton and 4^g,lfflxte MJM* 
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e&nnablnttfl were reported from Cuba. 
Flaxen (1954> found thiat vhen Infeettd raspberry leaves 
were ground with nicotiae sulphate the extract after dialysis 
contained viruses that produced ring spot syiqptoins on tobac<^t 
cucumber, petunia and other solanaeeous hosts* The leaf curl 
ring spot also produced syoptoins on comaon weeds including 
diiek weed (iJgfiiUsIa Miiii)i aft,P<„Oiff. £liiJ&£Uf £i&&ll£SL 
iBa.1or and £« laneeolata^ Similar though not identical viruses 
were found in sugar beet, iMU&ila agliSf calts foot (HiiaUaaa. 
fftgjTpya) f r&g wort im^sXSL A^ fflfe^ a^ ) and .T^ L^a^ Xe (g^ r^ MM 
<»urfiuffl) near raspberry leaf eurl outcbreaks. It i s presuned 
that weed hosts are the sources of leaf-curl infections. 
Silbsrschmid and Toimnasi (1055) on the basis of survey of 
the literature on the host range of infectious chlorosis of 
Malvaceae fAbutilon variegation virus) observed that in the 
Aiserieas, I«atitude 30" north and south of the equator foros 
the boundary of the area of natural dissemination of the 
Abutilon variegation virus. On the other hai^, symptoms 
resembling virosis were observed on hosts outside the supposed 
limits of i t s spontaneous occurrence andl the only knows vector 
wsbb (19S5) reported yellow net virus disease of some 
solanaeeous hosts. Tha diseasa was transmitted by Kvgus 
mzsisas, to g!^ y,^ ,fi;i,a fXgx^g^na, g.. MSMlftta and ga^fa ftyftma^mn. 
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fh« odnimaiB period of the virus aequisition was one hour 
and the shortest tes t feeding time requisite for infection 
2 hours. The aphid after acquiring virus remained infective 
for 6 days, Zander Vant (1955) ti^nsmitted potato stem mottle 
virus from disease to healthy aster by Cusenta eamnestrics. 
CU aubinelusa failed to transmit the virus. 
ichlosser ej^ s^,^ (1965) reported certain weed hosts of 
the beet yellows virus and out of 21 weeds tested by inocula* 
tion of the beet yellows virus with Mygus peysjfoae a proved 
to be hosts of the virus. Inoculated plants of Qap8elj.a 
bursa-ppsteri^ ceased to grow after 4 day* and beeaae chlorotie, 
the upper surface of the older leaves finally turning red to 
red brown and the leaves be cooing turge scent, Tt^ al,ai^ pl, arvense 
stopped growing soon after infection, the plants reaching about 
a quarter of the normal height. The leaves became yellow with 
green veins and brown-black necrotic spots. Parts of other 
plants died before flowering. Progressive vein clearing spread 
from the base over the whole leaf of S^neeiQ 2a3LK9Ld*§.t l ight 
yellow spots and red laarginal dlscolorations appearing la te r , 
On Pplrsonnm convolvulus sypiptows were late in developing, 
older leaves showed clearing of the interveinal areas and 
intensive marginal reddening, yepaver yhoea ,^ ceased to grow 
10 days after infection^ the leaf roarglnj? turned yellow, the 
older leaves red, and on a l l f»reen parts yellow spots appeared. 
On Chenopodium ficifalium vein clearing began 8 to 2D days af ter 
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infection, inteirviuial areaa turned yellow and tlie sioall 
veina beeaiae bzown, necfotie and depressed on tbB lower 
surface of the leaf. On older leaves green strips persisted 
along the veins and there was marginal red discoloration. 
Q^  eapitatuB^ showed a marked inhibition of growth, often 
leading to the early death of the plant. The yomigest leaves 
of the rosette curled downwards and marked vein clearing was 
observed. On Atripl^e^ II1I&B& ^ ^n elaaring and yellowing of 
older leaves spread from the margin. Later the symptoms 
disappeared leaving only light yellow spots. Their ingjortance 
as reservoirs was not considered very significant as most of 
these plants are annuals. 
Abtttilon mosaic was studied by Costa (1955) in Brasil. 
I t was Ibund to be wide spread among indigenous ^ e e ^ s of 
Si4a and other Malvaceae in Sao Paule and elsewhere in Brasil. 
This virus was shown to be responsible fbr the natural oceurren* 
ce of mosaic in cotton, 4^fe;l:aglH| MfiHto1fVt9» fl»W bean 
(Phaseolus valgaris),. and Soybean, It was farther transmitted 
in experiments with the white fly vector ififflfiaift tSi^Sl&sL »>i»d 
in some eases with i . ificonspiena (not considered to be a 
carrier) to hollyhock, g, < a^nnabinu«j groundnut, Cvamopsls 
tetragoQoloba, lent i l , white lupin, f|i,gffl4g§, BhyiftlftM^J ^^ 
potato, Becovery of the virus from a. ftasaXfialMt i* J^ graT^ ti^ ft, 
§L0 ytpmblft^lia,. bean, soyabean and potato was affected by means 
of white f l ies reared on Banhorbia &csQi£LL4ft» Kristensen (1955) 
tested 69 species of plants for their reaction to beet yellows 
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virus, using the veetor MSM pegaicaa. Infection oeeurred 
on 27 species Including .gffiaa^ r^ lli MlaJXSLm$ spinach, Ifl^ riWH^^ 
tSftgHia, and a number of weeds (mostly annual). Stellaria 
aedlay one of the syiiq>tomle8S hosts which i s very wide spread 
and partly hiennial was considered potenltially significant but 
appeared to be relatively unattractive to t^ vifus iperaicae 
developing only i7 per cent infection, p^ Jt.tua vir^atum proved 
to be an excellent indicator plant for beet yellows virus 
showing vein clearing, pronounced weakening and necrosis of the 
heart leaves after 3D to U days. |r4%|^ |t|fq)^  pgrt^ lftOftff^ nW 
was also useful for this purpose, a dlst.Lnctive syaqjtom being 
silvering of the fbliage. The miniiaim Incubation period was 
II to 12 days« Jha and HLshra (1955) reported that the incidence 
of yellow mosaic virus on Hlbiaeus esculegtus in Bihar varies 
from SO to 90 per cent and does not decrease following a two 
QDnth break in cultivation during the hot season. In expert" 
ments in i4iich injEbeted weeds were graft«»d on healthy I , 
afifiJiiaa$Mf i t was shown that the virus i s carried in Ifalvastrum 
Milicic (1956) described virus cel l inclusions in Alliari^ 
oifflQlnalie showing mosaic symptoms, Their cel l contained 
different virus liloe elements, nostly X bodies with crystalline 
protein needles embedded in them, Amorphus X bodies or protein 
spindles occurred more rarely, imite red shaped and f l l i fom 
protein bodies were detected in a few ce l l s . All the inclusions 
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ver0 looalized either In the leaf epidermis and mesophyll or 
in the epidermis of the ovary. 
Usohdraveit and Valentin (1356) examined the expressed 
sap of numerous garden plants and %reeds in the vicini ty of 
large German c i t ies for the presence of viruses of hortioul-
tu ra l iB|}ortance* Cucumber mosaic virus vas detected in 61 
nev lus t s vhioh accounted tor about two thirds of the to ta l 
number of virus infections encountered in shrubs and large 
perennial herbs, Bxcept for s l ight reduction in gzovth many 
hosts gave no indication of infection, 
Berks and 2immer (1956) reported the transmission of an 
i so la te of beet yellovs virus by Ifyzns persioae j/mmim^L 
to ladder and red beetS| marigold, 7 species of Chenopodiumf 
4tr,^i>l?,j; ^^g^.fig^ Ap?^f^^^ffg. gans^lf^fi^Pt 4» x!^%x9tX:m% and 
C9ffiP^ g?ftiL £kJl221&* ^ e 8yn?>toms induced on primary and 
successive beet leaves varied considerably and comprised of 
vein clearing, brov»i to scarlet , l a te r necrotic dots, especially 
near the apex, and persistent puncti-fbrm clearing in the 
interveinal areas. 
Hein (1966) studied vein clearing disease of l^-Yfi fvlvestrii 
and 1^  neglects. The causal agent was identified as Huiehkov's 
Malva virus 1, Two strains were isolated, a green and a yellow. 
The virus was shown to be transmissible mechanically and by 
i^v%^^ if^ersleae in a non-persistant manner, Tt» thermal Inaotiva-
tion was above 64*C, the dilution end point ranged from l t 100 
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to I I 500 and ageing ^ vl t io beyond ISO hr« Inoculatloa 
eiqperlments gavo positive insults on several Malvf^  spp«» 
At>i;^ tfUft,R, llff,fljBftwfftUi toTftt^rft aiiSMS^ yj^AiA aXXk^aaU&t 
maM. ££l«l£l& uid PMflg^f ll^.BPIf ^ut g(?f,yi?j^ iqi and mUSz, 
look did not react. Tt» bionomial designation proposed fbr 
the virus vas l&raor malvaen sp, the green and yellow strains 
being differentiated as virus vnleare and ehldrogenus^ res-
pectively, 
A solanaeeous host of the virus of infectious chlorosis 
of Mal=.va(ieae was reported by Silbersehmidt and Ibminasl (1956)« 
The authors transmitted the infectious chlorosis virus of 
Malvaceae by means of white fly, Bemisia tabaei from ^ida, 
rto,Bl]?JLftI.U to HiCftadra BhYi,alo4d?e* ^ e insect also trans-
mitted the virus froin infected ^ phv^a l^rOidep plants to healthy 
seedlings of E^ physaloides and §^ rhomhifolia. This work 
affords experiioental evidence that a white fly transmitted 
virus occurring in the l^lvaceae is able to infect a solanaeeous 
plant , but atteiiqpta to infect tobacco failed* 
Brierley (1956) studied susceptibil i ty of ^aphrena to 
toisato ring spot virus, Ooi^hrena g^obosa used as an index 
plant ibr detection of hydrangea viruses, was found to be 
susceptible to tomato ring spot virus. I t developed solid 
grey leaf spots 6 to 30 days after inoculation v^idi became 
bordered with red in 5 to 6 days. Tip k i l l ing sometimes 
occurred after 28 days. The virus, not previously recorded 
on this host was transmitted from Comphrena to Ctomnhrena and 
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tobacco bat not fxom tobacco, tomato or Antlrghlnum to 
qomfihrena^ I t i s readily distinguished fxoin hydrangea ring 
spot virus by i t s capacity'to invade Qomphrena systefflieaily 
and to infect tobacco. 
Graves and Hagedorn (1056) reported the occurrence of 
red clover vein mosaic virus in wiseisin* The syssptoms of 
natural infection by red clover vein sosaie virus on red als ike, 
and Udino clovers, Mfflto.^ ttfi SLCHSAQSUA B^A Mi^M^. IVimUm 
consisted exclusively of chlorosis of the siain and secondary 
veins* Bed clover vein siosaic virus vaa endemic among legu* 
minous weeds along road side aol on waste ground, indicating 
the importance of such plants in i t s perpetuation* 
Miller (2957) reported bean yellow itsosaic virus on sweet 
clover ^#l i^9tuf alba) used for green sianure and also a oosnion 
road side weed in most agricultural areas, Ihe virus was also 
prevalent on i t even in areas remote from cultivated fields 
of the crop. A virus diffiring from any previously described on 
j^ fiemone. was isolated from Anemone eoronari^ by Hollings (195?) 
and the name anesone mosaic virus was proposed for it« The 
infected plants were ehlozotic and reduced in vigour with 
s l i ^ t l y mottled leaves, the flowers weiw distorted and "Broken'^ 
white splashes and flecks being present on red or blue flowers* 
Keccrotic p i t t ing streaks and die back developed along the 
petioles in the winter and ki l led most of the plants* A third 
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type of syndrome was a curling and rugosity of the leaves 
vith poor growth, best described as crinkle* Several of these 
plants contained cucumber mosaic virus. !£he virus infected 
47 of 49 plant species inoculated, i t was transmitted mechani-
cally and by 4 of six species of aphids tested, though Mysus 
fersiQae was the only efficient vector, the virus was also 
isolated from cultivated gfnuneulus and M^thiola spp. Naturally 
infected weeds (mMskL yilKUH ^^ gftPifflU la«r«ftP§8ti9m) 
were found in Anemone plantings and the virus was also detected 
with Cucumber mosaic and tobacco necrosis viruses in Anemone 
corms iii$)orted from the Netherlands. The latter virus was 
isolated from apparently healthy plants. Brierly and Invents 
(1067) reported Hydrangea ring spot virust, causing chlorotie 
or brown rings and oak leaf patterns on ^vdyangea m^erophvll^ a. 
The virus proved transmissible by the cutting knife in l^ese 
experiments, while tomato ring spot virus, also found on 
Hydrangea was not. Neither virus was transmitted by seed but 
both were transmissible by carborundum rubbing to Gomphrena 
i^lobosa producing distinctive local lesions though only tomato 
ring spot virus becomes systemic on the host. Hydrangea ring 
spot virus was also transmitted to Amaranthus retro fie xus^ 
Antirrhinum, sugarbeet, 2^Q!2fi94im AilZMt Q0 ftBftg^at4«ifig< 
cucumber and ^ianth^s barbatus producing local lesions. The 
virus (in purified extracts) withstood heating to 74*C, dilution 
to IDO and ageing for 14 days. 
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Quanta and Brandes (1957) described a virus referred to 
as sweet elover virus, which was obtained together with bean 
yellov BDsaie virus, from a mixed infection of a tingle plant 
of sweet clover fMiIilotus alba). Symptoms on naturally infec-
ted sweet elover consisted of a clearing of the lateral veins, 
some of which turned brown and necrotic, and scattered intsr* 
venal dessication. Ei^erinsntal i|^fection sometimes caused 
indistinct greenish voilet ring spotting followed by early 
yellowing and premature abscission. In most varieties of pea 
such infection was syiqptomless, though there was transient 
wilting and grey green discoloration of the inoculated leaves 
and adjacent younger leaves, Tim thermal inactivation point 
in expressed sap over 30 minutes was between 68 and 7D*C and 
dilution end point between it 100,000 and Is 3D00000, Infecti> 
vity was retained for 86 hours, but lost after 48 hrs. Virus 
particles measuring mostly 500 and 700 nm in length, straight 
or slightly bent rods were visualised in preparations from 
swett elover, broad bean and pea. 
S i l l (19S7) reported a new virus disease of fanieum 
yirgatum, and related grasses, A virus disease of l^ anienm 
vlrgatum, first observed in 1963 caused yellow green mosaic 
and set t le , diffuse or definite, some tines accompanied by 
chlorosis and stunting. The virus was transmitted mechanically 
to i^ £4£g&£M» four other FftQ^ gw^ l SPP* U&^Ut^ gmS^^H^lkS^^ 
S t a s i a i&sUsa. ^ d B.chJt^ PCniiQ^ , SJ^ H&galU (& syo^tomless 
carrier) but not to cereals. 
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Costa aM Ouffas (1957) deseribed the occurrence of a 
vide spread virus disease causing leaf mosaic on Mtlva weeds 
and naned i t miva vein siosaie virus, the virus vas trans-
mitted by j t o a i I2SXlifia&« and when iroculated nechenically to 
^XJh u&nWksu^ M^ I9%mi%&l%^i M* .aya.g<nlgli and iiftya^ra 
assurgentiflora induced similar symptoms in a l l . Hisiga and 
"iraisnta (3J957) transmitted tomato Stolbur virus from naturally 
or ejcperimentally infected Gonvolvulus arvenaia,, tobacco and 
tomato to white and alsUce eloimrf Vinea rosea^ tomato and 
tobacco by means of gyi^ g^ f^t ,gMtBt3^?4ea» Q^ W f 9 W and Qj, 
epilinum. 'Bie proportion of successful transmission was 
however, low. The abi l i ty of stolbur to infect clovers under 
natural conditions demonstrated i t s potential importance for 
forage crops which might also serve as reservoirs of infection. 
Siykhuis (1957) surveyed grass virui»es in !I.W\ Europe. 
I t showed that cocksfoot mosaic virus and Eye grass mosaic 
virus were present in France, Holland, Germany, Denmark, i$vreden 
and Finland, but not in Norway. Sj^ptoms of cereal (barley) 
yellow dwarf virus were seen on winter cereals or perennial 
grasses or both in a l l these countries except Denmark. Barley 
false stripe virus was identified in barley variet ies in a 
world collection a t Catersleben, Qermany„ The English type 
of cereal (wheat) s t r ia te mosaic was found in Germany and 
Denmark. 
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Hein (1957B) In further contrlbutiont to the knowledge of 
the virus diseases of veeds reported jgafljjy&M ftifiacSM* ^ 
ftrY?flg4rff and JsIsaM SSJUSiM as hitherto unknown natural hosts 
of lucerne mosaic virus in Germany, On the two ^nehus species 
the symptoms consisted of yellov handing and ring pattemsi 
while solanum s^joM ^oted hy a more or less extensive yellov 
spotting. As a perennial, MSfiliBa MSSM^ nay play an 
important role in the perpetuation of the virus* Sap trans-
mission eigperimsnts with isolates of Lucerne mosaic virus from 
the two Sfffllg^ Va epp.and Sftl^wn nigrum gave positive results 
on beet| Qienopodium SJ^ JfifiA (o^ ^ which t^ o sjmiptoms were parti* 
oularly well differentiated) and a number of other plants 
including GftPBflft^ l^ft B,?xa4g4l^;4§ var. .^ c&slt&ikld&ft (&• &l£J3£ 
strain only) and Zinnia (^, Ql&SM strain excepted) • All three 
isolates were inactivated by 10 min exposure to a tenperatore 
between &> and 64« and by 7 days ageing at ]<oom temperature, 
The dilution end point lay betveen it 100,000 and I t 600,000, 
The author also described a brilliant yellow mosaic of Laminum 
puTOUjeum which was transmissible by grafting only to plants 
of the same host. 
He in (1957C) detected cucumber mosaic in weeds Galinsoga 
9lgrig?^ff (a hitherto unrecorded host), m%m^ §^I%mn\m and 
SQ2&3Sm QUCM* il* UStrr^W^^ and £U Itfcftffiga^ vm vere observed 
by Heinse to serve as intermediaries of the lupin browning 
virus. 
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A disease of |^ ff^ |y^ j;a inoxla vas desoribed hy Qarga (1968) 
and the virus vas designated as I2&lsa£& virus 3At thn virus 
caused vein clearing, inward rolling of leaf lamina, and 
reduction in lamina of subsequent developed leaves* leaves 
shoved gieat reduction, appearing filifbrm and were represented 
by midrib only. Partial or total suppression of spines on 
the fruits occurred, Ti» disease vas easily transmissible 
by mechanical inoculation but not by seeds* The virus vas 
transmitted only on Petunia sp. in addition to U» inoxia. The 
virus vas inactivated at a dilution of li ]P0* Thermal 
inaetivation point was 55*C and longevity ^ v4typ 4-5 days 
at 24-27«C« The synptoms of this virus greatly resembled 
those produced by Datura distortion mosaic virus on U,* Jtnofia 
but the latter virus had a higher thermal inaetivation point 
(62*C), a much higher dilution end point above li 10,000, 
retained infectivity fbr longer period ( 23 days) and infected 
tobacco and tomato. 
Milicle §^ §Xfii (1958) noted that a mosaic disease of 
Alliaria offiti^inaUrg vhioh appeared regularly in the Zagrel 
region vas spreading to other regions e .g . , Croatia and Austria. 
The virus also naturally infected MfilUtLU fflatyenalia and 
I* ffilinariea and vas sap transmitted to these and to 4* SXII-
fiJLuaiJUt h si^iiJms&f MXmsiM. al la^ §.* ax3E&&aJai and iSasLiftlU 
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Kevftcovsky and Korachtvskl (1959) ln:7«8tlgat«d a virus 
oeeurring on ^taya atrafoaimn in Bulgaria, tlie virus causing 
leaf dtformatloni v«in clearing, dappling and dvarfing of £• 
atramonium plants was fbund to be tx^nsmissible by Itirsus 
agggJCft? a&<i mz&Ui tgftag l^ftBt i t s ttorisal inaotivation point 
%ras S9«C, dilution end point it 60,000 and ageing i^ vitiQ 
over 20 days. I t i s considered to be a nev stzain of tobacco 
etch virus* 
Boilings (1959) studied the reaction of fifteen plant 
species in families related to the CapTOpfavll^ eeae when oechani-
eally inoculated with 68 isolates of 52 plant viruses. K} 
general relationship was established betveen susceptibility 
to particular viruses and taxonomie relationship of the host. 
He concluded that host range studies can be used to separate 
similar viruses or virus strains and can suggest similarities 
between viruses but are unlikely to fozw a natural classification 
of viruses. Badaai and Kassanis (1959) isolated 3 viruses from 
a diseased plant of fialfli^ Jftgffl^ Bg^fS. All three were 
iseehanically transmissible, had long flexuous particles and 
similar general properties. 
Batura stramonium L. as a possible quantitative bioassay 
host for the bromegrass mosaic virus was reported by Chiu and 
S i l l (1959). £• stramonium plants inoculated with brome mosaic 
virus by carborundum rubbing developed local chlorotic rings 
with a light green centre. Systemic infsotion appeared in 
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plant from vhich thd apieal shoots had baen rtooved. She 
Idslons wero taofo •as l ly counted than those on C!h»noDodlmB 
albua. the only other to develop symptoms of 33 spp. and 
vars.of plants tested. The ntmber of lesions we2« direct ly 
related to virus concentration in sap diluted beyond t)*^ 
with I out of IS collections of the virus tested, 
Schwara (1959A) described ^ te l la r ia medi^ as a host 
for two further viruses. The author reported that a virus 
from ^ IBSjSiu&» sap transmitted to Qhenopodium auinoa could 
not be identified with any virus previously described and i s , 
the re fb re , designated Stella r ia blattHglfeit virus (S te l la rU 
ribbon leaf virus) , Ibbaoco vein browning virus reported to 
be limited to Solanaceae was transmitted from tobacco to 
S>media by sap and l^Mft Pfirgie^e. Only a small proportion 
of inoculated plants was infected and tike virus vas so changed 
by passage through the host that syo^toms resembling ring spot 
appeared i n i t i a l l y on re-inoculation to tobacco* 
Sehwarz (19S9B) further made epidemiological studies on 
some viruses of veeds and ruderal plants in Berlin. In 1^56-57 
plants on waste land cultivated fields and tbs botanical 
gardens yielded the viruses of cucumber mosaic (CHT), cabbage 
black ring spot (C3R3), tobacco ring spot and a new virus 
named Stel lar ia band blatt ingkeit . Out of 59 veeds and waste-
land plants 30 spp proved potential hosts of CMtT, 33 of cabbage 
black ring spot s t r and 18 of tobacco'wouche* virus. The best 
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aphid tranaaission of CH7 was obtained ftpoo ly^etiiea ^erylola 
(by E£2M B^ra^g^ and to«r9m^«^ iMlEs^t iS^ Bgft.ll^  ^Mm-
fi&,S%,ril. (by §,I^ ,x4fi9.Jjm .^ IJirfaa^g^S and l . BSmlsaS) and i^ .ffiJMl'^  
ajLfyilf (by J , pejF'sie^e). Aphid transaisslon of BBS s t r was 
not possible except from eruciHerae fAlllaria offiQinallaT 
£• Wum^^^iMt JUBTSLU ^.'nmn.U and &tiig?.r^if istMSin) • 
Best transmission was obtained with ^ brasslcaey Lip»^phi» 
fnM^H and If £f:4^,ilXMg|,. A new wthod of determining the 
proportion of virus i^etors aoong the alatae was to expose 
groups of plants in different places for 2 weeks each and test 
for infection* it 4 per cent increased at traction was achieved 
by placing yellow painted plates of fibr<8 board under the trap 
plants , the alataa being trapped by stidcy glue on the plants* 
Groups of plants with such plates consisting of three tobacco, 
oii« ifi,ttiy^4^1 ,^ toCMi a«^ two |g^ fiM,Ba4«^ M fiill£iS;&t exposed during 
the aphid flight fbr 2 weeks in 3 differ<mt places in 1056 
and 1957 yielded potato virus t and i t s tobacco veinal necrosis 
s t r a in , CM, BBS (local lesion strain) aiad lucerne mosaic virus 
( a l l from Samsun tobacco}, BHS and CWf from if. Incana and 
lucerne laosaic virus frost £, auino^. 
S i l l and Chiu (1959) described ^g , pratensJs X.* as a new 
host of the broioe grass isosaic virus in nature* On the basi l 
of coiqparative inoculations of several hosts they established 
that broae sjosaic virus was responsible for ehlorotie mottling 
and stippling of £,• prate^sis growing among clucks of virus-
infected iXSMm ki&XM^* 
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gtlftBQPg.diUffl hybr44^ Uff as a local lesion assay host for 
brojDO JiDsaie irlrus was reported by Bochov (1959)« Sbe virus 
induced discrete necrotic lesions on £• tiybridum. fhe best 
results vere obtait»d by brushing inoculum onto carborundum 
dusted leaves using O.lM phosphate buffer as a diluent. 
Partially purified virus vas best stored at 3*C in O.lH acetate 
buffer pH 6.1. Lesion numbers were inversely proportional to 
the dilution of the inocula. Gosta and Carvalho (1963A) trans-
mitted Abutilon mosaic virus from weeds (^i^a spp.) by carbo-
rundum rubbing, vhen Malva parvifl^ora seedlings vere used as 
test plants, Two other Malva^  seed sources, probably H* rotundi-
folia vere also susceptible to mechanical inoculation but less 
so than the former spscies. No mechanical transmission direct 
from leaves of Abutilon s^ ria t^qai var Thompsonii vas secured 
but after transfarenoe to §X^ mierantha by grafting, results 
vere positive from the host, i , rly?.ll?iM4fif ^ ^umtk^t 
Q^MMkm^ ^ x m l M and several other species easily inftcted 
by the vector f^emisi,^ Jtfth&fii) vere highly resistant to mechani-
cal transmission. £, ijAcil^ n^M, ^ rft9ffl)?4ftiU &o& MSA. 
parviflora vere good sources of Inoculum, 
Oosta and Carvalho (1960B} made ooB^ar&tive studies 
between Abutilon and Euphorbia mosaic viruses. They found that 
white f l ies (iSMSU. laM&i) bred on iyiBg£u:tLjy& Blff^fffilk or 
aida spp were able to pick up and transmit both viruses, 
Euphorbia mosaic virus (EMV) being more efficiently transmitted 
^ban Abutilon mosaic virus (AMiO, Individual insects vere 
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able to oarr7 the two slBailtaneousIy, CSon^aratlre iiost range 
t e s t s shoved that tobacco plants were moire resistant to 
£M\r than to AM7, ii^en Infected they developed loriq t^oins l ike 
those of tobacco leaf curl but without leaf enations. 0plaad 
cotton (iJaiazaiaa l^^ra^tm) developed ye now mosaic when 
infected with AMT, 
Hein (i960) reported the occurrence in the lower Rhine 
and certain other areas of a virus infection of asparagus which 
was not transmitted through seeds* The virus was transmitted 
by abrasion to Ghe no podium guino^ and £. albui^. I t produced 
in 5<*12 days, reddish brown lesions I-STIUB in diaiseter with 
a small parchisent coloured centre and mre o r less diffuse 
yellow halo. On ghenopodium urbicum the lesions were likewise 
local, and of the sanie si^e but were parchment coloured with 
or without a narrow brown perimeter and there was no halo* 
On Qomohrena globoaa they were local, reddish violet and of 
varying size* 
Dirven and Van Hoof (1963) reported a destructive virus 
disease of pangola grass Dleitaria decumbens which was intro-
duced in Surinam from Florida and planted extensively for 
pasture. The f i r s t symptom of the disease i s a slower recovery 
after mowing or grassing with resultant establishment of other 
grasses and weeds* Xhe diseased plants do not form runners 
and are easily torn off at soi l level. Disease spread i s slow, 
but even moderate infection depresses yields by 60% or more* 
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stunting oocurs and th0 length of the internode fa l l s to i em 
while atmonnal branching leads totuftness« fhe youngest leaf 
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emerges curved and turns dark yellow, while i^nts often appear 
greenish yellow with pale red tips* I t i s transmitted by tiie 
delphaoid SOMiSi, X^SsU^X^ 
Hisiga (1962) reported the transmissisn of some viruses 
with the help of g^ag^^ft gaqp^sWei and j;^. attt>,4l^ ClB8ft» ^^^s 
was oonfiroed for the viruses of (tomato) stolbur, (Potato) 
para stolbur, clover phyllody (Strawberry green pe ta l ) , clover 
dwarf, laetastolbur and Cssech potato witches brooai viruses, 
Slykhuis (1^61) reported grass viruses around the world. 
Barley yellow dwarf virus was observed in Japan, India and 
west Pakistan, Jordan, Egypt and Italy. Syn^tons of leaf 
hopper transi&itted viruses were noticed in wheat in Egypt, 
Australia, India, wast Pakistan, Iran and Joz]on and on pasture 
grasses in i^ustralia and New 2saland, Barley str ipe ODSaie 
virus was found in introduction nursery in Australia and on 
wheat in W« Pakistan, In Jordan wheat was infected by wheat 
streak mosaic virus, Agropyron mosaic virus was found on 
3 grass species in Ifsw ^a land, 4, £&fi&ll8« Alopecurua pratensis 
and 4rgfteiBatfaer\HB ftYfaagflmi* 
Mslean (1962) reported cosanon weed hosts of tobacco 
ring spot virus in the lower Rio Grande valley of Texas, 
Nineteen hosts with local and systemic symptoms, 13 of them 
new were tabulated with their relative abundance. An enation 
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mosaic virus disease of MMsk Bl»tel L. v&s daserlbed by 
Versa and Venna (1963). fhe diseased plants of Datura shoved 
puekerlngf dis tort ion and enation of the leaveS| f loral abnor-
malit ies and par t ia l or total suppression of spines on the 
f ru i t s . I t vas found to be sap: transmissible and also by 
IXSM fiSXSiSM and ^p^ift jmmSiM^ 3?he virus infected MMXSL 
lftl&L» j^^ ,g(^ M¥lft, glttltlBffiiftf ^ i t e Burley tobacco, I . BlllffilZft::^  
g^qJI^Ui^, l^^.lm^i and ^gjaiiHi^  Higim. ^1^ virus was inact i -
vated at a dilution of Is 30,000, Thermal inaotivation point 
vas found between 60-70*C and longevity jya vityo of 6 days at 
room temperature, 
Chiu and Si l l (1963) ascertained certain factors affecting 
assay of broro grass mosaic virus on Datura stramonium and 
Chenopodium hybrlduy. They concluded that no advantage occurred 
from using 6 instead of 4 half leave&rplant for the quantitative 
local lesion assay of brome mosaic virus on g., stramonium. 
Dilution curves of the virus in crude sap from Mheat, barley 
or pea era tens is Indicated a linear relationship between log 
•2 -X) lesion number and log dilution over the r a n ^ 1 0 - 3 0 . 
Differences of 2 ^ in virus content vers consistenly detectable 
but not Zii, 
Streak mosaic symptoms vere observed by Tlasov ^ y^, , 
(1965) on wheat grass (Agropyronl in Voreneah, Th& authors 
assumed that bK>me mosaic virus may be involved. At 26-30«C 
the incubation period of the virus in wheat, barley, oats and 
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rye was 6 to 8 days and In maize and millet sossewhat longer* 
Nagalch and Upreti (i966) evaluated ilMaillllM aad g^^mBgJteffi 
spp* as t es t plants for potato virus K and ?• toung leaves 
were found unsuitable for syaptom eipression. £• ambfoaiodes 
&n<^  &» a i t ta lae were found suitable for d i a ^ o s t i e and quanti« 
tat ive studies of the viruses. 4 tiosaie disease was described 
on ASJftgftlft^ tea, £l£MIJ. aafi 4. WMm ^7 Pitatek (1965). Ih© 
disease was sap transmissible and caused distirxct imsaic se t t le 
in young and old leaves» severe yellowing of veins, large 
irregular ehlorotic patches alternating with dark gre«n areas 
over the ent i i^ lamina, laie virus was transmitted by sap 
inoculation to 4^ j&imsilMf 4* J^U^M* i^ smssUHMt 4* iMfiSt-
fiai^us and 4* mangostanus. Lackey (1965) described host rangt 
and physical properties of a virus named Fokeweed crinkle leaf 
virus, fhe virus isolated from mmMMm ?^§g4fiU3.4te^ by 
means of dodder induced severe crinklinic, puckering and distor-
tion of poke weed (msMms& &il£4&Sa&). 
JBi M s i n (1965) described some wild plant hosts of Cactus 
virus, Ught microscopy of sections from 3 wild opuntia spp 
in Arizona 3t%>wed that S ^ with ehlorotio oarkings and }S$ 
without, possessed virus associated cell-inclusions* ^ e n 9 
sais^les, both witih and without external sya^toms or intra* 
cel lular inclusions were studied in the electron microscope 
they a l l contained opuntia virus par t ic les , 320 SIP. long, 
Detection of virus was considered more ireliable with the 
electron microscope than by the presence of ce l l inclusions. 
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A virus disease of i^ tt^ re^  spp. was desoribed by Klesser (1066). 
The plants affected shoved seveze leaf distortion, and sup pre* 
ssion of spines. The virus caused systemic infection in 
ff4.egt?l^a g^tttiqgga, £, jo^g^yW^ andl tobacco. The name 
Datura malformation was suggested for the virus which according 
to the author belonged to tobacco etch virus group, on the basis 
of host range aad physical properties, 
Banttari (1^66) investigated gzass hosts of 4£|S£ y«liov« 
virus. Out of 44 grasses and 4 cereals inoculated in the glass-
house only MxmM, &nMskM.i ^XPm ml%Ul9xm9 fftilftrlif 
eanariensisT barley and durum wheat var laliota developed 
symptoms. !lhe virus was transmitted from these hosts to aster 
but not from 4 other spp showing symptoms. Two spp were 
^mptofflles* carriers. 
Kitajima and Costa (1966) studied the morphology and 
development stages of Comphrena virus. They isolated from 
local lesions on g, i^ lgbosa a virus eitidier related to or 
identical %fith lettuce necrotic yellows vir?is in Australia. 
Virus preparations contained complex particles 229-260 x 
SO-100 m/u with an outer membrane 8-l0 is/u thidc. Tissues 
from infected plants contained similar particles, usually 
arranged in crystalline array within the nuclear membranes. 
Occasionally particles were also found in the endoplasmic 
retieultim. Infected cells possessed an enlarged vacuolated 
nucleolus. 
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Mlllcic s i al.« (1966) isolated biom© moaalo virus from 
j^ffopyron repai^ff in Yugoslavia, I t vas Sd©ntifi©a by stiology 
and aleetion laicxoscopy* TIJB virus vas transmlttad by sap 
inoculation to IEll£& Al£&smitat HiX^Mm: msSMtMILf o&U and 
loaize. Physieal sorphological and antigenic properties of the 
virus were also studied* 
Behneken (i967) reported that £||gmfi2.iljll i l ^ E t iiSBStmi. 
^9l7mSSh^ aQd Ssdmm MiMXm ^ ^ ^ev hosts of S>^ fie,m^ a&saic 
virus in Queensland, 
Carr (1968) noted the problem of grasses as virus reser-
voirs of cereal crops. Eleven viruses including Loliua net t le 
v i rus (hM) were found to affect grasses in Britain, L ^ appear-
ed to be restr ic ted to rye grass, was not mit» tfanseoitted and 
had a spherical par t ic le , A disease of 4gropvron renens vas 
reported hy Shepard (1968) from Itintana, On the basis of 
syisptooatologyi differential host range, serology and electron 
microscopy, i t was considered to be due to Agropyron oosaie 
virus (kW) p Electron nticrogiaphs of infected t l i^ue revealed 
pin wheel and tubular inclusions, Kahn and Bartels (1968) des* 
cribed the Colombian Daturi^ virus which they considered as a 
new virus in the potato virus 1 group, lliis was isolated from 
I2aill£& fiia&l4i. and XU aftBWto^a imported fiom Colombia, I t 
was characterised by flexuous rods 724 i, 2B xm long, and was 
inactivated hy heating to 56*63*C, di lut ion end point was 
It 2P0,000 and longevity l a yJtyo a t a3*25*C was 6 days. I t 
differed from previously described Q^tura viruses in host 
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range, syiaptoiaatQlogsr and transmission, lltm v ims incitad 
dnatlon or oalforaiatlon. It was transmittod cHSehanleally 
aa ve i l as by aphids. Verma (2068) deiiorlbed a neerotle 
type virus occurring on a weed in Oermany. 2he Tiras 
occurring In Leontoden hlspldus naa tentatively Identified 
as a strain of tobacco etch virus* 
Shephered g^ 4^«, (1969) described properties of a 
virus causing pokeweed BIO sale. Pokeweed fPhytolaeea 
an^erieana) in Arkansas vas vJdely affected by a laosale 
caused by a neohanlcally transmissible virus with rod-shaped 
par t i c les 776 a/u long* The virus vas aphid traasmlttedi 
non-persistent having a limited host range» A bael l l l font 
vlrujl was Isolated by Duffus and Bussel (1969) from ^Q<^ti|S 
oleraceus plants showing vein clearing and vein banding 
sy^toms, growing on wasteland near Cai&brldge, I t was 
identified as sowthlstle yellow vein vlrus« 
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Feldman and Olga (i970) described two natural hosts of 
alfalfa mosaio virus. The virus was newly recorded in the 
field of Qeimum basilieum crops and on the weeds Pltraca 
euneato-ovata in Argentina, inducing syii^ jtoms of the calico 
^po* Qatura metel was recommended as a virus indicator plant 
by Kahn and Hbnroe (1970) as 28 dis t inct sys^toms were con-
s is tent ly induced by 19 isolates of 12 loechanically transmitted 
viruses* 
liUisoni and Conti (1970) described Dieltaria saneuinalis 
as a new natural host of maize rough dwarf virus (MROV). The 
virus was part ial ly purified from dwarfed field plants with 
bushy appearance, malformation and s l ight swelling on the 
leaf veins* I t reacted with MSV antiserum in cross reaction 
and cross absorption agar gel diffussion t es t s . A new strain 
of Henbane mosaic virus from Phvsails alkekent^i was reported 
by Iioviosolo and Barteis (1970). The virus was mschanically 
transmissible and caused mosaic syoyptoms* I t was isolated 
from Datura stramoniuan and Qatura inerais and was designated 
as the alkekengi strain of henbane mosaic virus (HW-A), 
I t had a wide host range among Solanaeeae, thermal inactivation 
point of 58-60«C, dilution end point of 30*®, longevity 
in vitro of 4 months and was transmitted by MUVLB persipae 
(Stylet borne). Jbrphologically i t was identical with the 
type strain HM\r*E (Bothamsted) with a normal length of 
C, 8S0 rwhi.» Serological tes t s showed a remote relationship 
with Colombian Datura virus and a close one with HW-R* 
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Vela (1970) reported that a virus isolated from Calendula 
offlflinalls produced characterist ic raosale 9yw^tom» on tohaeco 
&>^<i Hieotlana glatlnosa. Elongated par t ic les measuring 15 x 
730*7SO nst and anDzphous Inclusion ]x>dies were observed. 
Kim (1970) described subcellular responses to localised 
infection of ChenoDodium ^uinoa by poketieed mosaic virus. He 
compared the cytologieal picture of the local lesions of 
infected £« auinoa as visualized by electron microscopy vith 
that in poke weed (I^ytelaeea amxUmSS0 where inftet loa 
by the virus 1^ systemic* Some viruses isolated from arbore* 
scent patura spp, from Bolivia Ec^ So^ ^ &<Qd Columbia was 
studied by Kahn and )t>nroe (3^70). Ttmj concluded that among 
the viruses isolated from 37 of 6 i arborescent |)fttura spp. 
were Colombian Datura virus and a group of viruses related 
to tobacco mosaic virus suggesting that wild o r escape 
Batura spp me^  act as reservoirs for viruses ineffective to 
Solanaceous species* A new strain of cucumber mosaic virus 
inducing egg plant mosaic was reported by Khurana (197D}, 
I t was recorded on common weeds Trianthema iqonogyna and 
a?,ff,I^ ftflYl>a Alitoaa. f^ee virus was transmitted to egg plant 
from weeds by j^phis ^osavpii and H H M peryieae> 
A new mosaic disease of 4P4g§QlJ^^^ g^g t l l gM was 
described by fiama Krishnan §j^ al«; (1971). The virus caused 
plant stunting, leaf crinkling and mosaic mottling and was 
transmitted W Bup and by MiMs, mMMOJLL Plants infected 
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vere Nieotlana glBiJLS^Mf Fy^ HQ^ fl M}akM.f ggffghCTUft SISMJOL, 
Q&Xsta^ CgJSt&tft and AchygftBl^ ffi ftSfifi£&* i:heziBaI iimctlva. 
tion point of the virus WAS between 63«6S C, dilution end 
•3 •4 
point 1 13D • 1 J 2D end longevity ,ia vitro 78 hours* 
Giri and Agarwal (1971) desez-ihed a virus named Qfttura 
at^ <ima^ r.AR«, virus whieh was isolated from gg^ffl^ JMSI^ mJLdUU 
Infected Datura metel leaves developed izosaie and severe 
blistering and new leaves were transformed into shoestring 
like structure. The virus was loechanically transmissible 
and was found to have only a liaiited host range. Thannal 
inaotivation point of the virus was between 60-65«C| dilution 
end point is 10,000 and longevity in vitro 24 hours at room 
tes^erature (18-22«C). 
Bhargava £ i ^» (l97i) described Cvanodon mosaic which 
was isolated from Bermuda grass. The virus caused ehlorotic 
streaks and mosaic syn^toms on £• daetvlon. It was readily 
transmitted mechanically and by aphlds to maize, sorghum and 
Pennisetuiq pe^iolliatuq and was shown to be distinct from 
maise mosaic and sugarcane laosaic viruses by cross protection 
and serological tests . 
Pathak and Terma (397D reported that localised necrotic 
lesions^oval circular with a lighter centre and concentric 
necrotic ring but no halo were produced on thB leaves of 
]2ai£!iU:& stocks wedge grafted with Tm infected tomato scions. 
These lesions showed a tendency to enlarge whereas those 
produced by sap inoculation remained small. No lesions were 
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obtained when afttura seioas were grafted on infected tomato 
itock;s« 
Shurana and Singh (197D deacrilied a s train of tobacco 
Qosaie 7iras which incited nosaic disease in %>erfaaavia 
jl iCIim I*. A mild laosaio was observed on jffiex^ft^ yM lUI^ia* 
fhe virus was recovered froia leaf extracts only at a diXiation 
of 1 f SOO or above. I t caused systemic infection of Bsany 
hosts and local lesions on QhenopodJaa^ afflarantiflolor, Mfi2r 
Umfi, gJji;i;iQai& aad I* xmilsa* Inactlvatlon occurred at 
86-90 "^C and the dilution end point was :iD"^- 3D"^ # This 
virus was designated as Boerfaaavia i s ^ i e s t ra in of fobaceo 
BIO sale virus on the basis of i t s host range, physical pro-
per t ies and non-transmission by aphids. 
Terma and Singh (1972) reported a widespread siosaie 
disease of Aehvrathas asaera which was transmitted by 4phi^ 
gQSsypii and in inoculation tes t s i t infected only AoftyJt^ l^lft^ , 
p lants . Mosaic of Boerhaavia difft^^a U was reported from 
India by Singh and Verma (1972). fhe virus was easi ly t rans-
mitted by grafting but not by sap or inssects. Inoculation 
tes t s on 16 plant spp, showed that the virus i s specific to 
i t s host. 
Singh fti &l, (197E) described pigweed laosaic virus which 
caused a severe disease of Aaaranthus yir idif around Delhi. 
She syn^toms started as mild chlorotic inter-veinal patches 
gradually increasing along the veins and finally developing 
in dark green loosaic and chlorotic areas. Only species 
in the genus Aaarantht;^ were infected, the virus was trans-
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mitt#d non-persistently by ^pMi figftSg^YQgftt 4. $9M7&%\ and 
Myzus persleas^ It was inactivated by 30 minutes exposer 
a t 60 C, withstood dilution ef 1 s DO and mm&lm^ activ* 
for 9 days at zoom teQ|)dratur« (15*32»C)« fhe virus par t ie les 
vere fXexuous 700 to 725 ma long and 14 nm vide* 
Feidman and Sraeia (1072) reported some nev natural hosts 
for turnip mosaic virus. The virus caused mosaic syii|)toiB8« 
leaf distort ion and stunting of ExM% m l t e , f i»Bl«.t,i:«ffi mmsm 
and Sisymbrui^jirio. Identification of the virus vas based 
on host range, serological reactions, ^ vitro sap properties, 
aphid transmission and laicroseopy of the cytoplasmic inclusion 
bodies. Feldisan and CIracia (1972B) further reported some 
naturally infected weeds with tobacco mosaic, cucuiaber siosaic 
and potato if viruses. The authowreported that natural 
infection by potato virus X alone and cucuisber virus was found 
for the f i rs t tioie on BMm t&mJUt V^3t on £teftl4.ft fffiM9glrBft» 
IW on Pitraea euneato^ovata and CM^ tm and turnip mosaic 
virus on ^ifSyiabriua i r i o . Identification was based essential ly 
on host reactions and serological t e s t s . 
4 mosaic disease of Ijfituya B^%(BX was studied by Yara-
guntaiah and Qovindu (1972). Ihe symptoms were stunted growth, 
reduction in leaf sise and light and daric green axeas on the 
leaf lamina with b l i s ter like patches, fhe virus was tseehani-
cally transiaissible. U, $%t^mn%mf Wm:^ lyOlcMs. and 
SAcffliaan p3,uiBbaginifolj.a were found to be hosts of the virus. 
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OUution end point vat between is 10,00-1} €0,000* In 
extracted crude sap the VXTUB remained viable on heating at 
SO*C for D minutes, but not a t 63*C. ^ e name Datura virus 
3B vas proposed for the virua« 
^riappan and Haraynasamy (1972) reported Aeanthoaoermua 
hiapidum as a new host of tomato leaf curl virus* Natural 
infection was recorded on th is i^st . Hie virus was transmitted 
by the white fly (auaiaM. tabaei), and induced typical syn j^toms 
on tomato plants. The weed growing throughout the year ard 
coomon in tomato fields was considered a potential reservoir 
of the virus during the off season. Datura stramonium was 
reported to be host for three isolates of cauliflower mosa^ 
virus by Lung and Pirone (1972)« 1!he authors described that 
the cambell, CM 1841, K,K, cabbage or New York 3133 isolates 
of cauliflower mosaic virus induced necrotic local lesions on 
leaves of Q^ Strangnium. Numbers were direct ly proportional 
to the virus o^ncentration and lesions developed after 15 
days of inoculation. the cabbage B isolate did not induce 
leslx^ns or any other BymptomB on this host, 
Verma and Singh (1973) reported Ictelf^fiM paxMftfi&iliiaiJ3» 
as a local lesion host fbr brinjal and tobacco mosaic viruses. 
This was the f i r s t record of eggplant mosaic virus and tobacco 
mosaic virus on th is common weed in India, Khotin and Protsenko 
(1973) described a mosaic virus of the Datura metel L, Infected 
plants of y t u r a metal showed alternating dark and l igh t green 
patches, varying in size and shape on the lamina and growth 
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vas rttaz^ed« fhfi symptoiBS vere similar to thosft of fMT on 
Nieotiaqa gisaHJiem and the hybrid ftrnovaakii (tobacco % 
I . gy^ygatrip) but differed on jESSIft mJ^ ^^ tobacco. 
Electron microscopy shoved rod like particles similar to tW 
measuring 300 nm. Crystalline inclusions and amorphous X 
bodies vere Ibund in tobacco. Thermal inactiiration point vas 
78>C vhich i s different from that of the IHir common strain 
Verma and Singh (1973) tested four veeds as additional 
hosts of some plant viruses. In inoculation tests with 14 
viruses, Sonchus arvensis vas infected by brinjal laosaic virusi 
ch i l l i mosaic virus and tobacco mosaic virus only. The other 
3 veeds were not attacked. Seed transmission of tomato ring-
spot virus in gffffipt^ ge,Qf^  g|,Q>?.ffft was studied by Keptinger and 
3raun (1973). fhe virus vas seed borne in 70 of seedlings 
derived from ejqperimentally infected g^ g^obosa plants. 
Although, local lesions vere comoonly observed in inoculated 
plants, seedlings grovn from these plants were symptomless. 
Cooper and Harrison (i973) studied the role of veed hosts 
and the distribution and activity of vector nematodes in the 
ecology of tobacco rattle virus. IbB authors tested 9 common 
veed spp. found infected by TSLV in Scotland. Out of these 
B a i ^ ftTY^^i^ia aad ^Jt;i.i^rj.a i U i a vere over vintering 
reservoirs of infection. The virus vas seed borne (2'-'30%) in 
£» arv^ l^^ p^ g and occasionally in other weeds. A naturally 
infective population of the vector Trichodorus spp, kept in 
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so l i free fiois plants in a glasshouse at SD*G retained i t s 
infeet ivi ty fbr Zi veeks. 
Kita^ina and Oosta (1973) described aggregation of ehloro-
p l a s t s in loeal lesions induced in Chemaodiua aaJjiSA. by turnip 
mosaic viru8|,. Aggregates of up to 89 clilorop las t s occurred 
in parenchyma cel ls from local lesions in £• qijfinoa. Bleetron 
micrographs showed a single layer of v^irus par t ic les para l le l 
to the surface of ehloroplasts hetireen most of the aggz«gated 
ehloroplasts. 
Weintrauh t l si* (1^73) showed cytoplasmic and nuclear 
inclusions in leaf cel ls infected with Datura shoestring virus. 
the par t ic le sise was measured 7a)»7S9 x 16 nm. Nature of 
pea wart virus vas studied by QeraseiNlcova (207d)» Clever, 
lucerne and Melilotus were inoculated with infected sap from 
pea. On red clover the reaction was systemic and appeared 
as a mosaic and l ight green ringspots. On lucerne l ight green 
spots appeared. On Malilotus a l ight green border Ibrmed along 
the leaf edge. Qltrastructure of mMX&, §%}:min^m leaves 
infected with the Fhysalis mottle s t rain of belladonna mottle 
virus was described by Itolins (1^73). Modification of ehloro-
plas t structure was observed^ which included numerous vesicles 
developing 7 days after inoculation. Veslculation of the outer 
membranes of ehloroplasts suggested release of virus by way of 
these vesicles. Aggregates of virions closely associated with 
ehloroplasts and crystall ine inclusions in nuclei were found 
in systemically infected leaf t i ssue . 
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iohraelEOr gl ^ . (1973) described spontaneous tost 
plants of alfalfa fiosaic vlras« They reported that out of 244 
spp. growing adjacent to an ovejvinterlng Ineerene field in 
1071, BZ,S^ were spontaneously infected by tbe virus* SQlranum 
nii^ rnia was a good indicator for high niitural infection, 
Martelli and Husso (1973) studied artichoke loottled 
erinicle virus in the leaves of Cjihenopodium quiiiy)e^  by electron 
microscopy, fhey reported that the eytoplasffl of diseased 
cells contained complex omltivesicular bodieS} small vesicles 
and electron opaque granular material jLn pseudo-organellar 
fiorm« Structural modifications of chloroplasts were noticed. 
The nuclei exhibited prominent membranous inclusions and 
contained a few virus particles which were occasionally assooia* 
ted with chlorop lasts* 
Misra H ^ . f (1073) described the role of graminaceous 
weeds in the perpetuation of rice tungro virus. Alternative 
hosts of the virus showed that 9 spp, mostly weeds could be 
Infected by the leaf hopper vector. There was no infection 
t i l l 45 days after inoculation but after one year the virus 
was recovered, natural infection was detected in gitll^iS. 
JMlfiit SSlSSl^ gl M E S E £ ^ ° ^ aporobolus tremulus gxowing near 
infected rice field, Padma tt.&i, | (1073) studied a mosaic 
disease of i^iaasa aM^fiftlUi, which they claimed to be new. 
The virus causing ^e disease was transmitted by grafting 
and the vector ilspsM nersieae. The host range was limited to 
Qtiri and Sharma (1974) reported a virus oausing leaf 
dis tor t ion in Stjaiifi. fio??niettl,ata h. Symptoms of vein enation 
and leaf distortion were seen in th i s comaon weed* Disease 
vas graft transmissible. Symptoms appeared to be confined to 
leaves aiul vere more severe on young leaves than on older 
ones* The virus vas not transmitted mechanieally by Mygus 
persioae or through the seeds of infected plant. Free amino-
acids of the healthy and mosaic affected plants of Boerfa^avia 
^iffUqf L, vere reported by Verma and Singh (1974). Alanine, 
arginine, dehydrojqrl phei^l-alanine, nsrleucine and tyrosine 
vere present in healthy plants bat not in mosaic infected plants. 
Cystine, glutamic acid, hist idine, hydroxy^proline, threonine 
and valine vere detected in infected plants but not in healthy 
ones. 
Olivares t i t ^ , (1974) studied vhltefly transmission 
of tobacco leaf curl virus to vegetables and veeds. The virus 
vas transmitted by Bemiaia tabaei to Chinese cabbago, Brassice^ 
^mm. radish, tomato, eggplant, m i ^ ^ , «<l«ash, 
Uxm. Sdrnmia. var. 8f8q^^af4§Uff and the veed ^gyal^^ffk mJS2r 
B^andeliana. All except tomato are new records. Infection vas 
22*72^ and the incubation period 7*41 days. There vas no 
transmission to a. aitXaciA vars . l ja l i i l la a»d 9^^^%% potato, 
Toniguehi S I S I M (19?4) described some properties of 
inhibitors of plant virus infsction occurring in the leaves of 
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ChftiK)podimn album L. lohlbitors of tobacco isosaio v ims 
infection in sap of £• SiXilS& vers precipitated with 50^ 
satamtsd anoonium sulphate and the preeipltats dissolved 
in neutral phosphate buffer. The liquid was oentrlfuged and 
the inhibitors again precipitated. This procedure was repeated 
five tifl»8« Th» final supernatant (Sa) shoind inhibition 
against 7H7 comparable vith that of the origitml Mp, Ihe 
3a fraction vas adjusted to pH 4*5, oentrlfuged and the 
precipitate dissolved in neutral phosphate buffer, oentrlfuged 
and the supernatent ($1) obtained, fhe activity of this 
fraction vas slightly less than that of the Sa fraction. When 
the Si fraction vas separated into 2 components by £GIKOI»A 
cellulose column chromatography, both fractions shoved similar 
inhibitory activity, fhe Inhibitors consisted of particles 
of various slise and their activity vas destroyed by phenol 
but not by H-Nase, pronase or chl^roforffl. 
Padma e^ i i* (IE)74} cultured healthy and mosaic infected 
leaves of Launaea nq^icaulis. They shoiwd that ooneentration 
of virus vas similar to that in the glasshouse material but 
the incubation period vas shorter In Inoculum from the tissue 
cultures. Kroll (1974) tabulated the reactions of Nlaotiana 
vilosuffi inoculated vith isolates of plum pox virus from 
Bulgaria, Netherlands and £, Qermany. Cassia tora I*, vas 
reported by Sebrot (1974) to be a natural host of tobacco 
etch virus in Venezuela. The role of this host in the infsc* 
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tioQ of the soveral Solanaeeae was discvtssed. A nev vlrua 
on grasses, named Mollali^ streak vlras %ras reported by Hath 
(1974)» The virus was transmitted mechanically from J , 
eoerttlea which ejthibited irregular growth, delayed flowering^ 
s t e r i l i t y and chlorotio and necrotic streaks on the leaves. 
The thermal inactivation point of the virus was near 85«C and 
-4 the dilution end point 3-4 -r ID t purifieo par t ic les had a 
sedimsntatioQ coefficient of Il2i> and s<}dimented as a single 
component. Ibline and Fries (1974) described a s t ra in of 
Belladonna mottle virus isolated from Phvsal^is l^eterophylla 
in Iowa. A virus serologically related to European belladoiana 
mottle virus with part icles c;29 nm diameter and containing 
C.37^ of MA «as «cove«ci fro» this co-on p e « § l a l wed 
in 1971. Two part ic les are associated with iafect ivi ty 
following density gradient centrifUgationi a non^infective top; 
component (543) and an infective bottom component C1143), 
Mgffit^am MMJBQMSI, was a good systemic host which yielded large 
aoDunts of purified virus, 
Tomlinson a i ^ « (1974) investigated the inhibition of 
infection by cucumber mosaic virus and influenza virus by 
extracts from PhytoJ^oeea amerieanf^. Extracts of the leaves 
Qt L* amerie^na and par t ia l ly purified preparations of such 
extracts caused marked inhibition of the infection of 
GhenoDodium qi;^ inQa by GMV« The virus Ijecaias non-lnfsctive 
when mixed with preparations of the extracts but infect ivi ty 
was regained when the virus was separated from them by csntr i -
fugation. Yerma (1974) described mosaic disease of Adhatoda 
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vasioa. The virus was transmissible only by grafting and 
confined to 4, mfiifi&. 
Chamberlain (1974) investigated relation between tolerance 
and the production of pin wheel inclusions in plants infected 
with rye gras^ isosaic virus, fhe size and number of thsse 
inclusions in cells of RMV-infected I ta l ian rye grass (I^3,ima 
multiflorum) plants of different genotype was positively 
correlated with the degree of tolerance of infection. 
SchmelJier and Schmel«er (1974) isolated cabbage black ring 
virus for the f i r s t time from diseased Euphorbii^ neplus L. 
They considered that th i s weed g, pe,Dl,ni^ , i s a possible reservoir 
of cabbage black ring virus, 
Some weed reservoirs of cucumber mosaic virus In Qorakhpur 
and adjacent areas were reported by Josh! and Dubey (1975). 
weed hosts of Qm were Aq>firiW^^ i8 XJLzMlAt I^figllftqa PlQili&gl-
n,^l^,M6t Ffty?aU§ mMm* i a l ] ^ sp« and SOifiiM SMXM. vhich 
act as potential sources of infection fbr crops throughout 
the year* In the same year, Singh ej|: ^  (1975) described 
a mosaic disease of J l^bgSll. arvensis. Tlie virus was obtained 
fxom diseased plants of th i s common weed growing in fields 
of Peqql,Qatum typhQidey and maize. In the same year a new 
virus disease of Sowthlstle (£2M||gj| oleraeeous) named aonehuf 
yellow vein virus was reported bS^  Heddy and Janardhan (1975) 
from Bangalore, ^ e virus observed for the f i r s t time In 
summer of 1974, was transmitted by young oymphs of Dacfernotus 
soncfai in a stylet borne manner* The virus was considered 
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to be distLnet from that reported by Duffus (1963), 
Veraa and Awasthi (1975) described controlling effect 
of l ight and flowering on local lesion production by tobacco 
Qioeaic virus in Qatura aiet^l, I,. £, me.teS, plants vere inocula-
ted with a virus isolate from tobacco plant* Fewer diffused 
lesions or none were formed on plants kept in the dark or 
fluorescent light as against the numerous discrete and 
necrotic lesions in diffuse or bright sunlight. Lesions 
were fewer during vegetative growth and maximum in plants 
with mature flower buds. 
Verma and Singh (1975) reported thread like par t ic les 
from Launaea nudleaulis infected with Ifaui^ aeai loosaic virus 
which measured 750-930 x 16-18 nm. Agure (1975) investigated 
the host range of potato virus M. In sap inoculation tes ts 
with the virus on 142 spp from 27 families 33 species were 
infscted including ornamentals, vegetables and weeds, 
flienniall and perennial spp (AEgllM ,$ffifflSR.1??..a,m» fiaaBfiSmU 
mUm and §3Sislm& »,i:mml:S) were considered as potential 
reservoirs of the virus during winter, 
Procter (2976) studied tomato asperny virus (lAV) from 
Chrysanthemum indicum in New Zealand. thV was f i r s t found 
in commercial garden in Christ Church, Wanganui and Aukland 
on Chrysanthemum, fhe virus was transferred ejqaerimentally 
to Sajl,^ n(3mlft Qmc4?iaX,y,» i£l£UfiS.t |P?Pftff9lMffl miM^ MMZt 
gftPg^gWi ChiysanthemuK evphomen^ra^ tomato, i^AQiil Ol^ QISlf 
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Spinach and 2iimi,a. fhe longevity J^ v i t ^ was 7*11 days, 
thermal inaotivation €5-70*C and dilution end point between 
1*SOOOO and I-IPOOOO* The virus was transmitted by M» |>ersieae. 
Eorvath (1975) studied the susceptibility of Amaranthus 
species, varieties, Ibrms and eultivars to plant viruses. He 
recorded some new hosts of alfalfa laosaic virus, cucumber 
mosaic virus and tobacco mosaic virus* Out of 38 ssp., vars^ 
forms and CVS.inoculated with alfalfa mosaic virus, 32 were 
new hosts* Diseased plants showed different types of symptoms. 
Some developed chlorotio, later brown local lesions, others 
local lesions, systemic s^saic, severe leaf deforiaation and 
tiny necrotic lesions. In inoculations with 3 strains of 
CM? there were 32 new hosts responding uniformly with chlorotie 
later brown, mostly ring shaped local lesions, 1^ systemic 
symptoms were observed. Of the plants inoculated with TMIT, 
35 were new hosts, k new virus disease of rye grasses in 
Qerman Federal Hepublio was reported by Buth (3j97S). Xnfscted 
plants of IfiUm mXPWm. and j*. ilX,ti4Il^ ,rffl!i were dwarfed and 
deep green wil^ suppressed inflorescence* Yhe most characteris* 
tic symptoms were histoid enations on the shortened leaves, 
stems and inflorescences. 1!hese sys^toms resemble those 
cau^d by maise rough dwarf virus which i s morphologically 
similar. 
Qmm& and Naumnko (1^75) studied the effect of tempera* 
ture on the reaction of l^tyij^ stramoniUB^  plants on inocula-
tion with potato virus Z. fhey deserilied that round, grey 
necrotic spots of 1-2 mm were formed at 3*IIS"C on leaves 
""O O' 
InoeuXatod vith highly virulent or a veakly virulent strain, 
iome virus diseases of grasses in the M3B. were reported by 
Hasvyasskina (1976}* N^ze stunt, barley yellow dvarf winter 
wheat mosaici wheat dwarf, wheat streak mosaio and barley 
stripe iDosaie viruses were reported on grasses, The author 
indicated control loeasures and examined the vector host 
relationship. 
Catherall and Chamberlain (1975A) described holeus streak, 
a new virus disease of creeping soft grass. The name holeus 
streak was proposed for the new virus isolated from many 
plants of missM. SStUlA and WlXsM XftHaJeiU vith elongated 
pale yellow streak on their leaves. The symptoms of HSV in 
H* la^ataa were streakier, more ^nspiciK»u8 and more permanent 
than those of holeus transitary mottle, although when the 
plants were in flower the two viruses were easily infused, 
because both caused rusty brown streaking and mottling of 
the flag leaves. HSV was transmitted easily by sap inoculation 
to both holeus spp. and 8 other grasses. All susceptible 
species developed ash grey or pale yellow streaks 14 days after 
inoculation. Leaf dip preparations from infected plants con-
tained flexible thread like particles e« 75 x 12 nm, typical 
of those of the polryviruses. In the same year some new 
viruses of grasses and their relationship with l^ faleum mottle 
virus was reported by Catherol and Chamberlain (19753.j). They 
described cocks foot mild mosaic virus and two hitherto 
unreported viruses, one from brornce grasses and the other from 
Holeuff j^anatus. These were isolated from grasses collected 
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In K and old Wales, All had isometric particles c, 28 nm 
diftioeter and were transmissible by sap inoculation, l»it thfjr 
differed in their host range and synptomatology. None was 
identical serologically, but a l l were sufficiently closely 
related to one another and to Phleum mottle virus to be 
considered as strains of a single virus. 
Weinbaum and MLlbrath (X976) Isolated tobacco etch virus 
from bell peppers and veeds in Southern I l l inois . ?he authors 
reported that coamercial capsicum crops had been infected with 
tobacco etch virus since 1071. ^if^toms vere mild leaf mosaic, 
severe fruit distortion, uneven fruit ripening and fruit dis-
colouration. The virus was also found in weeds near the field, 
which were lisifi^SB g^ P i^JJi^ gqgft £IJZa4M 2UU&Z& and £^ lS^ 2Sfil^ iUlll 
album. Cynanehium c^utnqt t. as a new natural host of lucme 
mosaic virus was reported by Savino and Gallitell i (I07Q. 
The virus isolated from £. aeutum was identified from the 
reactions of indicator plants, i t s morphological characters, 
hydro^ynamic behaviour and serological properties. Ksiasek 
(197^ investigated an alfalfa mosaic strain isolated from 
weeds. Inoculation tests on indicator plants with isolates 
fzoBi EisiaJim XftWQXft^ t 2a23Mj^m wniQlYVtma an^ ?ftyft3tftc^ ffi 
offi^ftiqale showed the weeds to be sys^tomless carriers of the 
virus, Stftllartfl m^i&, was also a carrier. 
Pannazio fit al» (1976) described hypersensitivity of 
qpigphrena globosa to tomato bushy stunt virus. The authors 
reported that in a controlled environment necrotic lesions 
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developed oa g, globasa and ceased to enlarge $ days after 
iz^OGUlatlon. Infeetlvity persisted In lesions upto 2i days, 
A rapid and effective localisation mechanism thus developed 
within a fev days of inoculation. High tessera ta r t prolonged 
treatizent a t g7*C and 30*G during lesion growth did not induce 
systemic invasion of the tissue a l thou^ virus infeet ivi ty 
persisted Ibr long periods inside the lesions, ISie number 
and size of lesions were reduced and their appearance was 
delayed* Necrosis was not suppressed by high tesserature 
treatment, TBBY infection induced a sl ight ^stemie resistance 
in leaves 8-IS days after the primary inoculation, 
Reunov fti a l*, (1976) described the morphology of intwi* 
cel lular inclusions Induced by potato virus X. Aggregation 
of filiform structures found in Qatura j^tramonJum young leaves 
infected with the potato virus 1 were restr ic ted by rows 
of ribosome like par t ic les . Filiform structures about 3 nm 
thick are probably the inclusions induced by the potato virus 
X. 
fewari (ld76) was able to isolate WW (water melon mosaic 
virus) from diseased plant of fricfaosanthes dioica. I t was 
recovered only from Zinnia elegana out of twenty three plant 
species from eleven families tested. This i s the f i r s t report 
of this plant as a symptomless carriers of MM?, Iiaunaea 
mosaic virus was reported for the f i r s t time from India by 
Naqvi and Hahmood (1976). The authors described propert ies, 
transmission and host range of the virus found on Launaea 
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Kiiiazik (1976) found cucumber mosaic virus in Oonium 
s&s£LLa&m» Mft3:^4o^rti spt g<?lyg^n\iffi g9nYgltt^^g and jsi&filu}& 
arvensis out of S3 species of veeds investigated* In the 
same year Schultz and Peter (1976) found Sovthistle yellow 
^ein virus in France and ffetirarland* It was suggested that 
either the virus has a far wider distribution than believed, 
or as spreading after recent introduction into Buiope. 
Khurana (1977) reported Trian^hea^ monogyna i«, as a new 
differential host for tobacco mosaic virus strains. 
On the basis of reaction and incubation period when %, monagyna 
was mechanically inooulated| they were grouped in 7 different 
types. The Q»l str of cucumber mosaic virus caused sjrmptomless 
infection but 7W infection was characterised by necrotic 
blotches with white centres. Mixed infection of str Ui was 
recorded in XH7-U2 lesions. Plants 4-6 weeks old growing at 
25*C under 630 lux with normal irrigation were ideal as a 
im indicator, lomato strs-of TMV, the ring spot str. of 
potato virus X, cuci^ber green mottle mosaic virus, water melon 
str.and soyabean mosaic virus necrotic str.were unable to 
Infect irkhtf^ t^g^  mmsmL^ 
Marriappan and Narayanagamy (1977)^ ) characterized viruses 
inducing aiosaic on weeds. Authors reported that Amaranthui 
Xit^Ms, and lita;;t^|i^aa ^fg^ndr^ harboured different straim 
of a mosaic virus which was transmitted by aphids, planum 
BUxm and Irk^^Hffqft, B.9r^^Ufiaa|tr\gi harboured q^ nffl^ fiM^  mosaic 
virus which was also transmitted by aphids, l!he 2 isolates 
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vr«re Identified as s t rains of potato Yirus X* Reseda lilfi& 
aJ^ d Fmaaria ^se^ala were reported as natural hosts of water* 
melon mosaie irirus by 4iBiri and Ebrahio (1977)« ftm tvo 
weeds vers found to be syi^tomless carr iers of the virus* 
Sjaiaaai g^agar^niWim was Ibund to be a weed host of eggplant 
mosaic virus by Debrot and Uzeategni (1^77) • In Teaesuela 
4# SSa^ZX^UaOM was found naturally infected with eggplant 
mosaic virus. Diseai^d plants showed nssaic m t t l i ng i vein 
banding and l i t t l e or no distortion* The virus was readily 
transmitted to mmo Sim indicator hostSf had a thermal inae t i -
vation point of 7S«ao«C, reacted serologically against EMy 
antisera and was transtaitted by l^ius persieae. Purified 
virus contained many isometric par t ic les C. 30 na diam, 
Mariappan and Narayanasai^ (ld77^ftirther described viruses 
affecting weeds* They reported that tobacco leaf curl virus 
was harboured by Agt^ f^tt^ l^gftB^ riUffl y j E l i l l l t ^JlftteUl^t a»i 
fX^tPlM, m§%mlMU%» i t was transmitted from these hosts by 
Bemisia^ tabaei and by grafting to tobacco and tomato, fhese 
weeds could serve as sources of infection in the fiel4« 
Redo l f i . ^ ^ . , (1977) studied systemic Infection of 
tomato bushy stunt virus (TSSf) in Somphrena globost^ induced 
by high temperature and long photoperiod, Ihe authors report-
ed that a t 29*C a short photoperiod conferred a high hyper-
sensi t ivi ty in inoculated plants, whereas long photoperiod 
produced systemic infection, kt 28fC plant reaction was hyper-
sensitive i r r e s p s e t i ^ of the length of the photoperiod* High 
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teaperature and long photoperiod brought about aystemlc 
sjrmptoms and TBBY invaded developing leaves above the Inoeula* 
ted ones, fhe 1B3V localizing oechanlsnii inhibiting cel l to 
ce l l spread of virus was not suppressed by systemic infection. 
The induced systemic reaction was irreversible* They concluded 
tha t i t differs dis t inct ly from the systemic infection induced 
by high teojperature alone as described f&r tobacco mosaic 
virus in tobacco. 
Andreeva $1 al.,, (1977) studied act ivi ty of oxidation* 
reduction enuymes in leaves of 2. qtramonitiiq infected by 
different strains of potato virus X, The authors reported 
that oxidase activity in infected leaves of ^ stramoi^iuin was 
higher with more aggressive strains of the virus due to per* 
oxidase and polyphenol ensymes. Purification and some physico* 
chemical properties of Sonchu^ yellow net virus were described 
by Jackson and Christie (1977), Sowthistle yellow net virus 
(SXNV) was purified from a Nicotiana hybrid fey celi te f i l t r a -
tion and sucrose density gradient centrifugation. Infectious 
preparations sedimented at i044 8 in linear-log gradients 
and banded at 1.183 g/ml in sucrose equilibrium gradients. 
Ble^ron microscopy of purified preparations revealed baci l l i* 
form part ic les ( 94 x 428 nm). fhe virions had internal cross 
s t r ia t ions with a periodicity of C. 4 .1 nm and surface pro* 
Sections C. 6 nm long, fhe mol. wt. of the virion estimated 
g 
from size and density was C, 9 x 10 • Nucleic acid from 
sodium dodecyisulphite disrupted virions was susceptible to 
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H-Nase, sedimented in suexose gradients at 44 S and had a 
isolecular vt. 4*42 x 10^ &s estimated by polyaoryl&aiide gel 
electrophoresis. Four major polypeptides vith average mol. 
vts . of 76800, 63800| 46500 and 39S00 were detected hy gel 
electrophoresis. aXNV preparation reacted in gel diffusion 
tests vith a homo^gous antiserum, but not vlth antisera to 
broccoli necrotic yellows, lettuce neciotic yellows or Sowthis> 
t ie yellow vein viruses. aglftQftJP fttraBiraMCTm vas reported 
as a natural reservoir of potato virus Y (PVY) by Chagas t i 41* 
(1977), The virus isolated from plants shoving vein banding, 
ehlorotie spotting and leaf curl symptoms was identified by 
means of test plants, physical properties in sap, morphology 
and reaction against PVY antiserum. The oocurrtnes of natural 
infiBctions in this wild plant indieates that i t may be an 
important reservoir of this virus, Naqvi and Mahnood (1977) 
described purification and properties of I^ aunaea mosaic virus. 
The virus vhich occurred on |iasjaaa& aiglfflUfeU^ a common 
veed in Northern India was purified by extraction vith 0,1M 
phosphate buffer (pH 6,5) and 0,3M Sodium sulphite followed by 
differential centrifugatIon, The last traces of normal protein 
were re(^ved by rate sonal density gradient cent rifugat ion, 
LW had one centrifugal component with a sedlmsntation co-
efficient of 60S and a spherical particle 30-35 nm diav. An 
antiserum against LMV was obtained and no serological relation-
ship was found either with Amaranthus mottle or Cucumber mosaic 
virus. 
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Appllano s i &Lf (1977) studied fins structaw of necrotic 
loeal lesions induced by tomato bushjr stunt virus in qomohgena 
globoaa by light and election islcioseopy and hlstoehemleally. 
The cel l contents were reduced to a dark martrix in the necrotic 
Eone* Electronclucent areas of the matrix were crowded with 
virus particles* Small amounts of ealloss were demonstrated. 
Many cytologioal alterations vere found in the cells of the 
outer part of the halo, Yugakova g|. aJ^ ,^  (1977) reported tu«:V-
the synttosis of RNA increased in the leaves of J2aM£3. 
stramonium plants floating on water after inoculation by two 
strains of potato virus ^ Synthesis was higher with a slightly 
virulant str. than with a highly virulent one. ^ w i l l sX Al» • 
(1977) presented evidence for ^e existence of photo-repair 
system in Datura stramonium for repalrtog 0V damaged TM?, mk 
and DNA containing cauliflower mosaic virus. 
Joshl gj. AiUt (1978) described a virus disease named 
Depmodium tyi,florum mottle. Plants of this weed (Desmodium 
triflorum^ showing symptoms of reduced growth, mild mosaic 
and leaf mottling lbllowed by early abscission were infected 
with a virus closely related to the aphid borne cowpea mosaic 
virus, sarkar and Kulshreshtha (1978) reported Crotolaria 
striata to be a new natural host of bean, comoon oosaie. IDie 
identity of the virus isolated from this weed was confirosd 
by physical propertiesi host range and transmliision. 
Higliori and lAstra (1978) studied viruses occurring on 
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Commelina iXtXM^ ^ virus named SsmsXSkM iUXliM vi^as was 
found alone or In combination with eueumbor nosaie virua. Sha 
virus was non-peraistantly transmitted by Aphis goasypii. 
Baoilliform par t ic les 133 x 24 nm and flacxous par t ic les 
760 nm long ware observed in leaf dip or purified tainples. 
Pinwheels and laminated aggregates were seen in ey to logical 
preparations, Xarkulava (197S> isolated a s t ra in of arabis 
mosaic virus from Hsraeleum sibirieum L. The virus was 
mechanically transmitted from young leaves of UM ^ib^rieua to 
•Pc 
Che no podium auinoa who^ sap reacted specially to an antiserum 
of AM?. Hie thermal inaetivation point of the virus was 
55 to 60»C, dilution end point I-IO liS t ti » and longevity 
4a £U2&. 3 days. 
. Qureshi and ^hmood (1976) reported purification and 
properties of JBaiara. mosaic virus. On J2» iga^l, the virus 
caused mosaic, b l i s te r like patches and shoeatringing and was 
mechanically transmissible with ease but only to solanaeeous 
plants , The thenaal inaetivation point of the virus was 
50«C, dilution end point 1$ 30^ and ageing iia i^ltro 8^ hours 
a t 2D»25«C, Purified infectious preparatloas exhibited a UV 
t 
spectrum typical of nucleop rote ins and a l ight scattering band 
in density gradient columns. Electron microscopy revealed 
flexuous rods .:c, 712 x 11-13 nm, 
Shamed (1978) described qvnosuruq mottle virus, a virus 
affecting grasses in New Zealand. The virus was detected in 
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4 grass spp. It was serologically related to but not Uentioal 
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with Otm from U.K. It had a dilution end point of 3D and 
thermal inactivation point ot 75«C. 2he isonetrio particles 
were 28 nm diameter. I t was transmitted meohanieally from 
grasses to oats by the aphid Bhopalostphum padi. Suteri and 
Joshi (197S) reported tranamission of Beamodium trifloram 
virus through seeds of infected H, triflorum and by MsMl 
nsxaJkMSLt ^aliU m^ys^^ and 4. gfagg4.TO£a* 
Hein (1978) reported that tobac<» etch virus infects 
Che no podium miMA, systemically. Systemic symptoms appeared 
on inoculated plants as yellow leaf spots which gi^dually 
became necrotic and contained crystalline nuclear inclusion 
bodies. 
Combined infection by cauliflower mosaic virus and a 
rhabdo virus resembling 3N7V (broccoli neclK>tic yellows virus) 
was noted by Feldman ^ $^ (1978) in Argentina. Infected 
plants were stuncted and resetted wit^ reduced leaves, mosaic, 
vein clearing and distortion. I t was the first report of 
natural infection of this weed by both viruses. Identification 
was based on hostrange, symptomatology, indicator plants, 
electron microscopy, cytoplasmic inclusion bodies and serology. 
El-Amxety and Oamal Eldin (1973) demonstrated the presence of 
crystalline structures in the spherosomes in flataira a^ tramonium 
seedlings inoculated with a severe strain of potato virus X 
ez^ E» flpgj^ ^ana inoculated with potato leaf roll virus. 3%ese 
were absent in healthy plants. 
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Chagaa fij. sl»»(1378) described soioe wild solaoaeeous 
hosts of viruses, ti»f inoculated 35 spp of plants vith 
potato virus Y and i t s aserotie strain, potato virus X, tobacco 
rattle virus (XRV), tobacco nosaic virus, cucumber ntosaie 
virus and tobacco spotted v i l t virus* In loost eases systemic 
syiqatoms vere produced* TRV and CIW did not infect Solanun 
aftUll&&a&£&M or I . £|&£m« carlos SJLJ§JL«I (1973) reported 
natural infection of Solanum ehaeoense by potato virus X 
and of ii* QigiM by potato virus IT* Both weeds vere eomnoh in 
tobacco, potato, capsicum and tomato crops* 
Prakash and Joshi (1978) described a nev virus disease 
of Datura ]BSJe£l« Plants of this common veed in Oorakhpur 
shoved severe mosaic and leaf distortion which was associated 
with a previously ux»iescribed virus* The disease was trans* 
mitted by sap and aphids but was neither seed nor soi l borne* 
Xhe virus differed from qatura ouerainiii viruses in i t s trans-
mission and from Batura wilt virus in i t s effsot on J2* atramonium. 
It was unrelated serologically to cucumber mosaic virus, potato 
virus X, potato virus Y and tobacco nscrosis viiusees. 
Naqvi and J&hmood (1973) studied Mfelilotus mosaic virus* 
Eighteen plant species in 7 families wez>e fbund to be host 
of the virus. g^ ff?,B,9,44yiffi ftni^r^UOTl^g and IgtfgaKBU ftX&&aft& 
were local lesion hosts. Thermal inactivation point of the 
virus was e3«C, dilution end point was ]tO*^  - lo'^* The virus 
retained infectivity upto 96 hr* Chloroform pt»sphate procedure 
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using 0«5^ thioglyoollc aold was found to be the best method 
for purification of tte virus, UV spectrum of the virus was 
typical of Queleo-protein, The virus had ont centrifugal 
component with sedimentation value of l48S, Tt» virus par t ic les 
were flezuous filaments measuring approximately ^0*62) nm 
long and 12 nm vide. I t was serologically related to tobacco 
etch virus. 
Kraehanova g^ fiJUf (1^78) studied reaction of 8 Datura spp, 
and var ie t ies to potato viruses X, ^ , S, H» A and aucuba mosaic 
virus. They reported that in glasshouse tes ts ^ stramoaium 
was the most suitable indicator plant for P?X| reacting locally 
and systemieally to a l l isolates . ]^ stramonium could not 
be used as f i l t e r for PVZA. ]^» stramonium var. tfi^tula vas a 
suitable indicator &ir PVH^ local infect:lon being produced by 
a l l i so la tes . £&j^ yuc& spp* vere unsuitable for PVS and PYA, 
being syiqptomless carr iers of these. 
Reunov s i y^«, (1978) described effect of kinetin on the 
multlplloation of tobacco mosaic virus in the leaves of Datura 
q^ramonium. They reported that kinetin at 25 g^ml slgnifi^ 
cantly inhibited necrosis and the accumulation of TMV in the 
leaves of J^ * >tgftngn,4iMi* 
Appiano §l&i*t (3978) described cor to logical a l tera t ions 
in t issues of S^igphrena globosa plants systemieally infected 
with tomato bushy stunt virus. Systemic infection was induced 
by special envlronoMintal conditions. Infected plants shoved 
severe mottle symptoms followed by the formation of necrotic 
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losions. The mottled tissue consisted of small patches of 
neerotici ehloxotic and green tissue closely intermingled. 
Electron mlerosoopic studies of infected leaves showed that in 
the mesophyll and bundle sheath cel ls of the ehlorotie pateheS| 
the ehloroplasts were severely altered and often connected to ^ 
multivesicular bodies, whose vesicles and vacuoles contAii»d ^ 
f i b r i l l a r material, such bodies are thought to originate from 
chloroplasts and may be involved in 13SV replication. 
Ahmad (i979) reported yellow vein mosaic of Dieera aJJfeejjair 
folius from Pakistan, ^mptoms on this weed were a bright 
yellow colouration of leaf veins. The virus was transmitted 
by grafting and by 3emiqia tabaei (whitefly), but not mechani-
cally. 
Krishna a t i J U j (1979) described a virus isolated from 
infected plant of Solanum j^MM* I t resembled potato virus Y 
in physleali morplwlogical and serological properties. I t 
differed from PYI in failing to Infect ij^jf^jaaalias amaraatieolor 
and in infecting Patoira stramoniua.. Plants of th i s common 
weed exhibited vein clearing, mosaic mottling, blistering and 
reduction of the leaf lamina and persisted throughout the llfH 
of the host. The isolate was regarded as a d is t inc t s t rain 
of PVY and was designated as PVX £, aiiueaffi Strain. 
Vincente e^ alj^, (1979) found three wild solanaceous 
plants as natural hosts of a virus. Solis^ um e l l latum and 
S^  vl^rijiia showing vein banding and leaf deformation and g. 
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yo bus turn s l i ^ t mottling were oaturally inil^ctdd with a virus 
resembling potato virus X in i t s symptoms on indicator plantS| 
physical properties and morphology. I t vas suggested that these 
spp. may be reservoirs of PVJ for cultivated plants, Shreni 
&I. &k*f (1979) described a disease causing vein yellowing of 
Agsratum conygoides. Ttie disease was transmitted by i^emisla 
t^baei (whitefly) but not by 3 aphid 8pp« Susceptible hosts 
of the virus were g^ni^ ^J&SSiMt Q^^ViH^t^.m MiOJaSM. ^^ S^^I^ ., 
styagpnium. Twenty one other plant species were not affected 
with th is disease. I t fesesibled ^innia yellow net virus based 
on i t s transmission, host range and virus vector relationship* 
Soms ornamental and weed plants as reservoirs of potato virus 
t and cucumber mosaic virus in Kumaon were reported by Suteri 
t l aU»(t979). PVY was recorded on (S^MXA ftfifi^?,q^X4a> Hifi&Mm 
phvsaloidea, auir^ouaia,^ M^^ l£&t So^^um xanthoear^ua and 
?MCQBiag;t.lM iaaJjl£ and cm was recorded on 4ffi^ gMl»llUa HUfiSL&tt&t 
Datura strfipioniumT !^lt*otiaqa sp. , planum i^ ieyma and I&g&,SSLflL 
ere eta. 
Verma and Mukerjee (1979) reported that gfttu3»ft a^tej^ 
leaf extract inhibited tobacco mosaic virus in hypersensitive 
hosts and tobacco ringspot virus in both local and systemic 
hosts when applied 24 hr. befbre inoculation. In Sieotiana 
gjutinoaa and tobacco, pretreatment of lower leaves induced 
resistance in the upper ones, Barrodas tj^ i^l., (1979) 
described some wild solanaceous plants as experimental hosts 
of viruses. Sffila,y^ iaPI lygQC^ggM ,^ lU ffiOT^.ffilffi X> and ^ JQllZ!U£j21D 
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were inoculated vith cucumber mosaic virus | potato viruses 
X and Y, potato virus 1 necrotic s t r , tobacco mosaic, tobacco 
ra t t l e and tomato spotted wilt viruses. Systemic sysptoiss 
appeared in Bost cases. Characteristic ^mptoms of TH7 and 
T3WV appeared on a, lycocarpuai of CHtr, PTFX, PVT and TB'0 on 
^ mammosum and of PVY, TMV and fSWV on §u» a^t^ustum. ^ , ISLSOr 
garpuffl was a latent host of TMIT and ^, roawroosura of PVX. All 
3 spp. may be potential reservoirs of the viruses to which they 
were ei^erinfintally susceptible, 
I'tamiyappawand Ready (1979) described M^.ml'^i!^, MiaaSa 
as a natural r e se rwi r of horsegram yellow mosaic virus. They 
suggested that a yellow zoosaic virus on thia weed and a yellow 
mosaic of horse gram (Qoliehos unlfloruy) growing in adjacent 
p lo ts were caused by the saioe virus transmitted between the 
hosts by 2gj4fiU MiMJ^ 
liockhart and Fisher (1979) investigated host range and 
some properties of ^yyor^ia mottle virus, a new Bsaber of poly 
virus group. The virus was isolated from naturally Infected 
^ 4lsJtfi&. growing along^side vegetable fj-elds in Morocco* In 
crude sap average par t ic le length was 74S ma. Thermal inact i -
vation point was 53*e5»C and longevity i a y i t i ? 4-6 days at 
22*g4*C. The host range was largely confined to Cueurbitaoeae, 
many plants being infected ayatefflleally* The virus was trans* 
mitted by l O M persieae non-persisttntly. 
Qureshl g i &!«., (1979) reported Jonei^u^ mosaic virus from 
India and observed that the virus from Sonchu^ .^sp,^ .^  was 
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transmitted laechanically aM W ^za» peysleag. I t has a 
liffllted host range, Partieles measured 470*475 x 33*14 ma. 
Bayohaudhuiy (1930) tabulated the responses of two Qt^ enosodium 
album populations from different sourees to Infeetion by 11 
viruses* fhe g, album from Sil iguri produeed many more loeal 
lesions than the other type and vas suitable Ibr virus assay. 
Verma and 4wasthi (1980) described the oeeurrenoe of a highly 
ant iv i ra l agent in plants treated vith Boerhaavia diffusa 
inhibi tor . A naturally occurring glycoprotein present in 
i^ diffusa root extract (B.D. inhibitor) caused plant cel ls 
to produce a highly ant ivira l agent. This (AVA) was present 
in inhibitor treated plants only and was produced 23*48 hr 
af ter treatment. Crude (AVA) mai^edly reduced the infect ivi ty 
of virus l a yJ^rOf az^ l a ylvo the virus content of leaves 
and leaf disks was suppressed. 
Qureshi and Ifehmood (1980) purified Amaranthus mottle 
virus and determined some of i t s properties. I t infected 14 
spp, in Amaranthaeeae, Chenopodiaceae and Leguminesae. Ten 
other species were symptomless carr iers . A, graci l is and 
C. amaranticolar were loeal lesion hosts. The virus was 
transmitted by sap inoculation and by Mvzus oeraieae in a non* 
persis tant manner* The thermal inactivation point of the virus 
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was eo»C, dilution end point lO and longevity | a vitro 48 
hrs a t room temperature (a3-25«C). 
Sehimoski and Albrecht (1980) described the distr ibution 
of cherry leaf ro l l virus in wild Sambueua yaeemosa in Germany. 
Ihe authors fbund that an average of 24.7^ infection of 
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%, C&fiSffiajfik occurred in the lov mountain areas, 1,9^ in the 
low lands. During doraianey in autuim and winter CX>RV was 
isolated from lower buds as reliably as at bud burst in 
spring. Beliability of detection by rubbing sap from older 
flowers on to Cfaenopodium flalQQjgi. was upto 98, U(. Polak and 
Chlumska (1980) detected spontaneous occurrence of tobacco 
mosaic virus in ruderal vegetation. The virus was found on 
Cliffl3idgn4Bffi mlM- and Itftfi^ M all^M ^ Bohemia, Obe possibility 
of i t s incidence increasing on Q^jj^xM 4c&!2& and Elaaiaffi. 
majus was indicated. A ehlorotlc mosaic of fa l l hawkbit 
(Leontodon autuanalis) was reported by Singh andi MccDonold 
(1980), Short rigid rod shaped virus with length classes 
of 140 nm and 160 nm was associated with a ehlorotlc mosaic 
of this common weed of potato growing areas of eastern Canada. 
I t was serologically related to hypochoeris mosaic virus. 
Singh and Verma (1981) tested leaf extracts of 23 medicinal 
plants for inhibition of tobacco mosaic virus. Extract of i2, 
metel coizq;)letely inhibited tobacco mosaic virus on Chenopodiug 
amaranticolor. !I!his activity was not destroyed by low speed 
centrifugationi dilution upto l t3, pH 4*30, tenj^erature upto 
75*C or dialysis. They showed that the extract was inhibitory 
when mixed with the fM7 inoculum or applied to the test plant 
before inoculation. 
Ksiasek (1981) discussed incidence and detectibility of 
viruses in weeds. The author discussed the problem of weeds 
as sy^tomless carriers and their role in virus spread. The 
work was done during 1968-77 in Poland and Belgium, Out of 
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3223 plants ( ]3l spp.) investigated in which 2449 (83 spp.) 
were weeds, collected under natural conditions 0 were infected 
with virus but of 77i weeds (48 spp.) inoculated in the glass-
house 33^ beeaise infected with beet yellow virus, 5 with 
Gucumber oDsaie virus and 3 with alfalfa so sale virus. The 
remaining 43 isolates were not identified. The results reveal-
ed some new host records. The virus concentration in the 
weeds varied with climatic conditions. 'Bie role of weeds in 
the epidemiology of virus disease i s emphasized. 
Qivord (1982) isolated pepper veinal mottle virus from 
the weed, gtofiX^i ftOUHla^ la Ivory Ooast, The virus was 
isolated from plants siiowing vein yellowing and mosaic infict-
ed leaves of £. angulata. Grasses as reservoirs of barley 
yellow dwarf virus (BYSV) in Indiana was reported by Forget t ie 
l i &i> (1982). The authors reported that e. S0% of grass 
samples collected in the suosner of HBBO contained BYDV. !Qie 
isolate resembled strs.PAV (non specifically transmitted by 
6Jt>9P»lQfi,B^ W!; SMJL and ,f^ ciqj?ipM»ffl M&MS.I M&V (specifically 
transmitted by ij. avenae) or RP7 (specifically transmitted 
hy &* BSydi.)* " e^ authors concluded ttiat though there is a 
large reservoir of BYDV In perennial grasses in Indiana, but 
this may not be the most important inoculum source for spread 
of cereals. 
£rdlller (1982) reported a new virus disease of cereals 
caused by brome mosaic virus in Turkey. The virus infecting 
4X9JIM intymis was readily transmitted by sap to barley and 
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other Qraminae. Local lesions were produced on leaves of 
iB&lse, |?atttra t^raiaonlum and JQ. mMk» ^^ thermal Inaoti-
vation point was 78* C and dilution end point ii 10 • Sap 
fro a dlseaMd barley leaves vas s t i l l infective after 2 
sonths and from air dried leaves after 11 months* Small 
Isooetrie particles were seen in the electron microscope. 
The virus reacted with the antisirum of hxome mosaic virus. 
Allen and Davis (1982) gave distribution of tobacco 
rattle virus and potato virus X in leaves, roots and fruits 
or seeds of naturally infected weeds. ThMy reported that 
out of 28 weed species in TRV infected potato fields, 4 con-
tained only fRV, 3 only PVX and 8 had both the viruses. fHV 
was located only in the roots of 5 spp. and PVX only In the 
leaves of 5 seeds and/or fruits of 3 spp« contained TRV while 
PVX was found in those of 2. Only ^^anum sovahoides contained 
both viruses in a l l plants tested. 
Oreber (1982) described a virus with isomstrlc particles 
from grass species in Queensland. He reported that in each 
suBiner for 6 years plants of Dinebra retroflejca have shown 
systptoms of fine speckled mossiic and chlorosis as well as 
stunting and proliferation. Xnoidehoe in some patches of 
seedlings reached 80^. Similar symptoms were seen on Paniaum 
IBftllJSIl •&?• ,lirlC .^.&k^ nS.« ^ ii^ gii concentration of Isometric 
particles (28 nm diam)k. was found in sap extracts from affected 
plants. The virus was not transmitted by manual inoculation 
to any of the hosts tested. Tbe particles had a 260/280 nm 
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17V absozptioQ ratio of l*? and 1 major polypeplde with a mol. 
wt. of c. 40,000. 
Singh (1982) reported JEtoaUa ft^gffil^lfft *» a local lesion 
host for post harvest Indexing of potato riras A. The author 
revealed that out of 3 plant speclesi E* an aula t% proved the 
best looal lesion host, retoalnlng susceptible upto and after 
flowering* Iieslons developed In 7*10 days on attached leaves 
and 4»5 days on detached ones. Potato virus X, X end M did not 
cause local nsoxotlc lesionsi but PVl caused systemic mottling 
and FVY a mild to severe mosaic and leaf drop. The lesions 
produced by inoculation with PVA singly and with each of the 
other viruses were vejy d is t inc t and unaffected, by the presence 
of other viruses. Local lesions were produced at 15-25*C and 
a t 4-D Klx. The use of P,' an^ulata was as effective as Elosa 
in detecting the virus in mijoad infections. 
Johns (1982) purified and par t ia l ly characterized a 
carla-virus from I^ yftjsaoBlfl 9,fflfi4mlf^ A carla-vlius was 
Isolated from naturally infected dandelion plants In the 
Okanagan valley of Canada. The virus caused local and systemic 
syo^toms In Cfa^agpad t^ta ftj^rftq^^flglflr and Q^ aM^SQA. aQ<i loeal 
lesions in GQcmhrena ^loboaa. The virus Ibr which the name 
dandelion lalent virus was proposed had flexuous par t ic les 
with normal length of 640 nm and width of 12»13 nm. A purl* 
floatlon schedule yielded 133-30 mg of BIiK^per kilogram of 
infected £• ffiqinoaA tissue. Part ial ly purified preparations 
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h&v a single nuel«opioteln oompomat in suorose and easium 
chloride density gradient. The molecular weight of the BKA 
Is 2*& X 10 • 7i» UV absorption speotram has a maxlmuB) at 
259 nm and a mlnlBUio at 246 na. The A loaVA mln is approxi-
mately i t i and the A260/4280 is 1.4 in sap fzom DLV-infected 
fiU aiiino^. The thermal Inactivetlon point was 76-80*0, 
dilution end point lO"^ - 2D"® and longevity JE, vltrq 4-5 days 
a t 23«C, 28-56 days at 4oO and 2 years in a lyophllized s ta te , 
DIiV was transmitted non-persistantly by Mvzus peraieae. I t 
was not seed transmitted in dandelion or ^ quinoa. By the 
precipi ta t ion serology the antiserum prepared against DLV 
had a maxiiDum homologous t i t r e of 40, 960. Twd earlaviruses 
that caused similar sysfeemic chlorosis In £. qulti^a^, a 
Peruvian s t ra in of potato virus S and Helenium virus S, were 
purified for coc^aratlve serological test ing. OL? i s related 
serologically to potato virus S and distantly related to 
Chrysanthemum vims B, Helenium virus S and Narcissus latent 
virus . 
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Chapter a 
MATEBlALS AND WE2H0D3 
Cttltlvatlon of plai^tai» All plants vera gzovn In clay pots 
of 4 and 6 in diaaieter in so i l coxapostd of a mixture of sand, 
s o i l and laanure in the ratio of is2il« fhe toil was s ter i l i zed 
by autoelaving for one i»nr at a pressure of 23 lbs per 9q 
inch and kept over night at room temperature. Clay pots were 
s ter i l i zed by rinsing with 4^ £»rmaldehyde solution. Pots 
were f i l l e d wit^ s o i l 24 hr after rinsing. |ricQtl,ana ^baeuia 
'HariS9n*s Special' plants were used to maintain the culture, 
Chenopodiuffi amaranticolor^ Ooste & fieyn vas used as a bloassay 
plant, G* aaaranti«>lor plants vere raised In wooden trays 
in autoclaved s o i l . When plants were at 3 leaf stage (about 
2 weeks old) they were transplanted singly in clay pots . 
Plants were used tar inoculation 2 weeks after transplanting. 
All the plants were raised and kept in an insect proof g lass , 
house at a teiaperature of 20-30'*C. 
YAX^i ffMl^,Miy ,ap<S^ , mpffi 9tIV99^lSi$Mni'- ^® isolate o f the 
virus used in these studies was obtained fro& a Irianthema 
^ortqlaeastrum plant showing mosaic symptoms, growing i n 
UniTersity O^mpus. Ihe culture was maintainod on |»ieotlana 
tabaeum Tar. HarisonU Special, Sap from infected tobacco 
plants was extracted by macerating young leaves o f I , tabaeum 
jl^weeka earlier in a mortar with pestle after addition of 
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0. IM phosphate buffer of pB 7 &M 0«3H sodium sulphite. Fbr 
each gram of plant B^terial i ml buffer and 1 ml of sodium 
sulphite was used* Sap m s ohtaiiM»d by squeesing the mactrate 
was 
through two layers of eheese elothi routinely used as iooeulum 
Ibr maintaining the virus culture* The 3 lower mast leaves 
were inoculated with ^ e extract using the forefinger and 
employing carborundum SOO mesh as an abrasive, Iieavea were 
rinsed with a stream of water soon after inoculation. 
Host range studiesi^ Several species of plants were inoculated 
with the isolate using sap from tobacco plants inoculated 
14 days ear l ia r . Plants were raised in clay pots 4 and 6 in 
diameter. Inoculation was done manually using carborundum 
600 mesh as an abrasive. Plants at 3-4 leaf stage were used 
for Inoculation. All the fully expanded leaves were inoculated. 
She inoculated leaves were rinsed with a stream of water soon 
after inoculation, iit least 3 plants of each species wez* 
inoculated and the same number of plants was kept as control. 
The experio^nt was repeated thr ice . 4fter inoculation, plants 
were observed daily for the developasnt of syssptor^s. lime 
sequence and severity of symptoms were noted. The plants were 
kept undsr observation for 3 weeks. 13iose not exhibiting any 
visible syo^toms were kept under observation for 8 weeks. 
Back inoculations were made on 1^  amarantieoloy from a l l the 
inoculated plants. 
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th^rml loaclte^^^ffja*" »!« ej^«rlinants MBf done on young 
plants of £, amai^atleoloy. Sap v&s obtained by naettrating 
young leavas of ji;^  tabaeaqi vair^  Harison's Special inoenlated 
1^14 days earlier, in a Qortar and squeezing the maeerate 
thvongti two layers of cheese cloth. It vas divided in ali«-
qiiots of 2 ol and put in glass vials . The vials were heM 
in a water bath in such a way that the sap level was slightly 
below the water level in the bath and then heated upto the 
required temperature fbr 10 mln* 13ie vials were then cooled 
under tap water, %e different aliquots were heated at 
€0, 55, 63, 65, 70 and 75*C. Ihe aliquots were inoculated 
to fi, iP?ftrftnlJic9l.<^ r manually employing carborundum (SOO n»sh ) 
as an abrasive. Ihe inoculated leaves were rinsed with a 
stream of water after inoculation. Lesions developed were 
cotmted. 
flUftfl^JHW eM a<?4ttlt^  Young £, aff^raat4cg|.^r plants were 
inoculated manually with sap obtained from plants inoculated 
12*14 days earlier, using carboruMum 500 lu^^ as an abrasive. 
Sap was obtained by homogenizing tissue in « ^r tar and passing 
the pulp through two layers of cheese cloth, fen-lbld dilutions 
of the sap were made in O.iM phosphate buffsr pH 7. Dilutions 
30" ^ W'^% ]D"^ » 30"^! lO"^ * 10*^ and JD*"^  were Inoculated 
on the leaves of XU amaranticolor plants, Three plants having 
6 leaves each were inoculated with each dilution. Lesions 
evoked were counted 6*8 days after iooculatSon, 
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Loag«vity in vitrot« Xnf^eted leaves of plants inocaUted 
12-14 days earlier vere tKtisogenized in a aortar with a pestle, 
sap was squeezed through two layers of cheese e l o ^ and stored 
at rooffl tei^eratuie (25 t 5»C). Si, ftmra^^iwXftr plants were 
inoealated with sap directly after i t was obtained and at 
intervals of 12 hr up to 84 hrs* 
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Chapter 4 
d ^ S \J U T S 
Host Range ar^i .ivniptQmatologyt To detennine the experimental 
host range of Trlanthenia mosaic virus 89 plant species d i s t r i -
buted in 15 families were inoculated, iJack inoculat ion from 
a l l the inoculated plants were made on Che nop odium amarantioolor 
to check the presence of the virus in plants showing symptonss 
and t o ascer ta in whether any of those p lants not exhioi t ing 
any syaptoiE i s a c a r r i e r , l^e r e su l t s are ^mm suamarized 
in table I . 
Plant species jjiymotoms i3ack 
uOcali- systemic inocu-
zed la t ion 
Kcanthaceae 
Peristrophe bicalvculata Kees. 
nmaranthaoeae 
iichyranthes aspera L. 
gppip^re.i^ ,g;],o|3q a^ L. 
Jalsaminaceae 
Chenopodiaceae 
Chenopodium amaranticolor Coste 
iieyn. 
£• ambrosioides u. 
VC.MOS, LS, LD. * 
S 
VC,M!103,S 1-
Vy, KUii, S • 
VC, LD, S, uC * 
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Plant species ;iyiaDtoffi3 iack 
Locali- iiystemic inocu-
zed l a t ion 
^plnacia oleracea u. - S, LU, LC * 
Ficoideae 
Trianthema portulacastrum I.. - VC, M03, S f 
i^ablatae 
salvia offieinaH.^ L.-. - VC, HQd, LD, • 
3 
Legunilnosae 
aoUcl^og lafeiak 1^ . - VC, MO3, LD • 
jolanaceae 
gapsicum aonuuip L. 
(a) &arsten, 
Nicotiana c^eyej^a?)^;!, Gray. 
U, glutinosa L, 
K. i?;un^t^aRj,,r^foU& Vir. 
N. aande rae 
VC, 
s 
VC, 
s 
VC, 
s 
VC, 
VC, 
VC, 
3 
VY, 
S 
VC, 
DF, 
MOS, LC, 
M03,321F, 
i'iiOa, LD 
MJS, 3 
i<K03, 3 , 
Mas, DC, 
KOS, SL 
MO3, LD 
3 
• 
+ 
+ 
* 
¥ 
* 
¥ 
4-
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Plant species Symotoms 
I iOcal i S y s t e m i c 
zed 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
VY, MMOS, S 
VC, MOii, S, C 
Vfl, VC, MMOS, 
3 , C 
VC, HMOS, LD 
LC, S 
VC, MMOS, LJ) 
S 
V 
VC, MOS, S 
VC, MOS, S 
VC, VY, MMOS, 
S 
VC, MOS, LD,S 
VC, MOS, STF 
DF^S 
VB, VC, MOS, 
Back 
i n o c u -
l a t i o n 
-•• 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
N,. tabacuai L, (V Ananoii ) 
" " CV Bonali 
•• " CV GT 4 
" " Harrisons Special 
" " NP 37 
•• •• Sumsun NN 
" " Turkish Xanthi 
•' " white Burley 
Petunia hvbrida Vilm 
Phvsalis peruviana L. 
Solanum melongena L. 
LC, S 
= No symptoms and no recovery of virus on back 
inoculation to j ^ . amaranticolor 
•I- = Recovery of v i rus on back inoculation to 
Q* amarantigolor. 
CLL = Chlorotic local les ions , DF = Distor t ion of flower, 
LQ - Leaf c u r l i n g , LD = Leaf deformat ion , LL = Local l e s i o n s , 
PlMOS = Mosaic m o t t l i n g , MOS = Mosaic, S » S t u n t i n g , 
STF = s h o e - s t r i n g formation, VB = Vein.-baading, VC, Vein 
c l e a r i n g , VY = Vein yellowing.-vt^^^'^J^Dj/fi^, 
DS^S^ 
- v S ? ' ' 
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Three p lan t s of each species were inoculated in each experiment. 
The experiment was done both in suminer and winter . 
Out of 89 plant species distributed? in 2^ families t e s ted , 
v i s ib l e symptoms were evoked on 25 species and the v i rus 
infected these systemically. Local lesions c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
of the v i rus were produced when back inoculation from these 
p lan t s were made on ji, amaranticolor^ these species are hosts 
of the v i rus , 
J^e v i rus caused local lesions on 4 species v i z . , Chenopodium 
amaranticolor £ogte-Reyn., £ . album L,, £„ ambrosioides L. and 
£• muralZ/Jj. These plant species are inffected but the virus 
does not become systemic in them and no v i rus could be recover-
ed when back inoculation was done on £, amarantieolorT frora 
un-inoculated leaves of these p l an t s . Discrete local lesions 
are formed on Q» amayanticoloy in 5-6 days. These are eas i ly 
countable. St* amaranticolor is a su i tab le host for assay of 
the v i r u s , 
iio symptoms were evoked and no virus could be recovered on 
back inoculation to £, amaranticolor fromjspecies v i z . , Aloeasia 
indica, /iltfaga xoseg^, AAly:^ 9un^  s p . , iyM£itE£km RV^QAIU l^^tf 
Ant ig on on s p . , A^tirrniAVP MAM »•» t^^fiir^c^s^ ^ J ^ B M A Cogn., 
l^eta vulgar is u, i^tr^sgiga camse^tri^ L, Var ie t ies T i l , Pusa 
Krant i , Varuna, Pusa Kisan, Brass;ica oleraceaeL. ^ var capitata^ 
1 . yapa L., ffa.1anu3 ea.1an (L) Hi l l • . , calendula o f f ic ina l i s L., 
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Carica papaya L. , Qeloaia £ £ i s t a t a , gigQC ^yj^t^^uc^ I'. i 
CUru l lus yujlRaris achrad, glayi^ia e i e ^ a a s . , QpQQini& ingj-c^, 
cole us bleuffll. (^hrvsanthemuni slnense ^ b i n e . , Crotolaria 
•luncga^ Cucuffiis melo L,, Cuguinls sa t lvus L,, Cucurbit a pepo L., 
£• M 2 l M Quch., li^ugus gayota L., Delphinium a.laels L., 
4g.3,iB,ti.# §.I,ba i i . , i:;scl:^^Qnoj,tzia cQUjCornk&> HfilfeM"^  Y.^ 3,R£^ r^  L., 
^^tlant^l!^s ^nqnug i.. I^l^i^cus cannablnus^ Lagfeiaria leucantha 
t 
ausby. , tevmaea §3,pleftifolla Hook., Luffa ^fi^tfi,q^ula L., i | . 
cyllft4Tica M.J. aoen.., ^^ qtfniQ]|.a indlca^ Mel Hot us alba Desr. 
Hopiordig^ QJ^^raQt^a u» Nasti^lua s p . , l^apaver somenIferum L. 
i-haseolus ^urgusA^xo., P. mungo^ £, vulgar is i.. , Pholox 
druroinondii Hook., Fisuct sativum L. fiaphanus sat lvus i,., 
4lcli;^^s. gyiifflmig, a^eUia ^ut^eyo^a, j^ftpsOQarl^ Yacgaqa, tfoj^quiq 
OMxm ^•f i* tfiqi^trwi^ Cav., ^ . tuoerosum L. 4(aci^.^s aaser 
H i l l . , ^or^nu"* V ^ t e r e , l^fiet;es ep^cta L., Trltleum aest iv^n ^ . , 
TriQt^ogaqtt^es an^u^a L., yer.):^.^a t^yfiglga Voss., f ig la fafea L., 
^.Ithanla soranlfera^ Zea mays L., zinnia elegans Jaeq. These 
p lan t s are therefore immune to Trianthema mosaic v i r u s . 
The isolate of !.» portula cast rum seems t o have a wide 
host range and infected 25 species in 8 famil ies . 
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PyoaajtUs of fylanthttma motale viriig in plant »apt It is 
dtsirable to study the i^ysieaX proparties of a virus in plant 
sap beforo an attempt is made to purify i t and study i t s physieo* 
ohemieal properties* Teststo determine the thermal inaotivation 
point, dilution end poiiiti longevity i^ vitro^ vero conducted 
to determine the stability of the virus in sap« Although these 
studies have a restricted value (Ros8| 1964) these are of 
inportanoe in determining the procedure for the purification 
of the virus. 
^^Iff^l ^ftg^^YfHon po^%i Xn crude sap$ frianthema mosaic 
virus vas s t i l l active after being heated for 10 min at 60*C 
but vas inactivated at 65*C (X&ble 2). 
fable»2f Ihen&al inactivation point of grianthena 
mosaic virus. 
X^perature C^ No. of lesions/ 
Leaf* 
45 60 
60 29 
56 11 
60 1 
66 e 
« Average of 3 tr ia ls with 3 Olgiiypoflim ftB^gft^t^Qlor plants 
each, having 6 leaves. 
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Dilution end pointt The virus In crude sap was found to 
be infective at a dilution of lO"^ but lost infeetivity at 
a di lut ion of 10*^ C^ble 3) , 
Table«3» Dilution end point of Triaatfaema 
mosaio virus« 
Dilutions No. of lesions/ 
I.eaf« 
10*^ 
10-2 
lD-3 
-4 
10 
r 3 trials with 
• 
3 u* 
}Q9 
40 
22 
0 
iimr^liaPi^x 1 
having 6 leaves. 
IfO^ g^^ yMy ^ Y t^fro* The virus In crude sap was stored 
at room temperature (20*25*C) and was found to have a 
q6K CT<^ btz-M)-longevity J^ vitro of TtAuiii; IUIHMI iinai If if it in Cfftb4<«-4^ . 
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Table-45 Longevity la v i t ro of Trianthem^ 
mosaie virus when stored at roon 
temperature (20*25«C}« 
Storage of 
sap in hrs 
No. Of lesions/ 
Leaf* 
12 
24 
36 
48 
60 
72 
S4 
96 
108 
120 
65 
4S 
29 
14 
7 
3 
1 
0 
0 
0 
« Average of 3 t r i a l s with 3 S4ftflQPQ4^ m aBag^ft1f.k9l9g plants 
each having 6 leaves. 
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Chapter 5 
PhAJS OF WOffi 
t^aodayd cxtfat»ti* standard extract v i l i be prepared ftom 
Kieoti&na tabaeam var« Harisan*s Special plants li^oulated 
12*14 days earlier shoving vein clearing, oosalo loottllng 
besides distortion of leaves. Apical portions of all the 
branches will be out and hoaogenised In a laortar after addi-
tion of 0,3 per^nt sodliuo sulphite and O.lH phosphate buffer 
pH 7,0 using 1 al sodium sulphite and i ml buffer fbr eadi 
grajB of plant i&aterlal. ^e hoB»genate will be stiueesed 
through tvo layersof cheese cl^th. Sap squMzed out from 
the hoisogenate will be oolleeted and diluted "B with 
phosphate buffer pH 7,0, This diluted sap referred to as 
»Stai^ard extract** v l l l be used as virus Inoculun throughout 
the experioental work. 
Umn.MmMJ'^ Qi^mii9.^lm ^SI^QllCQlffg plants of the saaie 
age and height with required nusiber of leaves of alaost 
equal sixe growing under identical conditions will be used, 
lateral branches and extra leaves will be clipptd off from 
the plants before inoculation. leaves will be dusted uni« 
fbrmly with carborundum (600 s^sh). Inoculation will be 
made oianually using the lb re finger which will be dipped in 
inoculum and gently but ftrmly rubbed over the lamina making 
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Z passes over tho aurfaoo of t):ie laialna. Leaves wil l tie 
washed iiansdiately after inoctilation vith a geatXe streaa 
of water* lx>cal lesions will be counted 3 to 7 days after 
inoculation. Plants wil l t>e arranged in a latin square 
design where different s a b l e s of inoeulum wi l l be (x»ai|>ared. 
three plants having 6 leaves each will be used for inoculating 
each sample and each experiiaent wil l be replicated thrice. 
Average of three ej^erioaents will be included in the results. 
Hearing of apfaidat« Virus free aphids wi l l be reared on 
appropriate host plants. Four plants wil l be covered by an 
aphid proof cage and placed on a sine tray. The bottom of 
the tray wil l be covered with a layer of wet sand to prevent 
the aphids from passing through spaces between the tray and 
the r i s of the cage. The cage will have a wooden frame. The 
top and two sides of the cage will be closed by glass sheets 
and the other side by oiuslin cloth. Eadti new colony wil l be 
started by placing about ]D aphids on fresh plants. The 
colony of the aphids will be reared at 28«C under continuous 
l ight. 
^IffdHgt^q •ffi£,-Y4ma,,,l3yf ,qYffiPllff,i»y^ yl adults w in be 
starved fbr 8 hrs at room tetoperature and then placed upon 
a detached leaf of an appropriate healthy host plant in a 
petridlsh. Rswly bom nyn^ jhs will be transferred to a fresh 
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plant. As circalative aphid borne viioises vhieh have b««n 
studied •xtenslirely do mt pass ffom tht aduXta to the nyniphs, 
virus free aphMs will be obtained by collecting nevly oom 
nymphs* 
TransiBisaloni* Transiaission of Jriaathema laosaie virus by 
aphid a and dodder v i l l be studied. 
By aphiast* Aphids wil l be collected from the plant Uth 
the help of a catsel hair brush. 4phid transmission wil l be 
tried using both nyis^hs and adults, they will be starved 
for 2 hrs and then transferred to a diseased plant. ^^ laphs 
in batdies of 5 each will be transferred after allowing an 
acquisition feeding tiise of D , 23 and 30 oin to young test 
plants. AphSds will be allowed an inoculation * lading* tiae 
on 
of D | 20 and 30 iQiQitest plants. Aphids wil l be recoved 
from the test plants by spraying with iiolrex. In another 
experiment nyn$}ha collected from the healthy colony wi l l be 
starved for 4 hrs and then wil l be timisferred to a diseased 
plant and will be reisoved in batei»8 of 5 eac& after allowing 
an acquisition feeding tiise of 34 hrs. Xhese will be placed 
on young healthy test plants and allowed an aequisitijdn fBed« 
ing time of one hr. The plants will be coveted with polythene 
cages having windows on two sides and the top. Windows and 
the top will be covered with nylon raesh. After a lapse of . , 
1 hr the aphids will be removed from the plantsj'vill be placed 
on glasthouse bench and will be observed periodically fbr the 
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d«Vt l9p6^at o f £yiSptOiS8« 
9gAllac ,t,r^^^,g^.,tet> i^ afifittliBt m O t m H»xb« v l l l be used in th8£ 
s tudies . A portion of t^e stem of t te dodder will be plaeed 
0° A ^rlaat!^ffla plant imculated 2 days ear l ie r with Iriantheroa 
loosale virus. After establishment of the dodder on the 
inoculated plant, i t s stem t ip v i l l be brought in oontact 
v i t^ healthy Triantheisa plants. After two weeks the healthy 
plant wil l be shaded and the dodder will be prrnied to bring 
about flow of sap towards the healthy plant. The plants wil l 
be kept for S weeks f!aT observations. The ea^erinent wil l 
also be performed with ^,4c9.^4§qt liMlilli var. Harrison's 
apeeial . 
,,C<^ QfiP!^ t^ ,ga.|,to.ff.|' t ^ tJ^CTalfH %tW BXaq^ >« For studying 
the changes in the concentration of the virus in 11. portaila^as* 
t.y i^q plant a t different intervals , after inoculation, seedlings 
will be raised in wooden trays, seedlings of unifona growth 
wi l l be selected 2 weeks after sowing and wi l l be transplanted 
singly in 4 in clay pots. I'vo weeks after transplantdion, 25 
plai:^8 of unifom grow^ and sise wil l be used for inoculation. 
Young leaves, from the apical portion of one plant will be 
harvested after 2 days and will be macerated in a i&ortar with 
pestle after addition of a i H phosphate buffer (2 gu t 2 lol). 
Sap will be expressed by squeezing the zoaoerate through cheese 
cloth and will be inoculated to -3 1. fiacMl&S^fi&IUl plants. 
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IhlB prooass v i U be i«peat«d at intervals of 2 days up to 
24 days. The period when the virus attains laaxiaua eonoentra* 
tion after inoculation will be noted and in a l l future wttk 
tissue from the plant will be harvestsd at that stage. 
Mt^Q% 9f P^ m %k^ ^nlfr,fi^ Ay i^yt« l^ oung leaves fiom 1. nrtq* 
^.^eastfua plants inoculated IZ'K days earlier wil l be 
harvested. 7he leaves will be homogenised in a mortar after 
addition of 4 BII dist i l led water for each grata of Infected 
tissue, and passed through two layers of cheese cloth. Sap 
wil l be divided into 6 equal parts and placed in beakers. 
7he pH wil l be adjusted to 4.0, 5.Q and 6.0 by addition of 
O.IM acetic acid to the samples and 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 by addition 
of O.lH borate buffer pH 9.5. After incubation of i and 3 hrs 
aliquots wi l l be taken from each sasple and inoculated on to 
leaves of £, anaranticolor plants. Five plants with 6 leaves 
each arranged in a latin square design will be used fbr inocu-
lation. Three ej^eriisents will be perfbroed to determine 
the effbct of pfi on the infsctivity of the virus. 
these studies O.IM acetate buffer pH 4.S, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0} O.lH 
phosphate buffer pH 6.5, 7.0, 7.5 and 8.0 and O.iM borate 
buffer 8.5, 9.0 and 9.5 wil l be used, kits of infiseted tissue 
wil l be homogenised in buffbrs at various pH values using 
two ml of the required buffsr per gm. of Inficted sat©rial. 
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fhe bom senate v i l l be ctatriftiged a t 5,000 rpia Cstr 20 fi>i»« 
The supernatant v l l l be used as Inoeultus. Each sanple v l l l be 
inoculated to 4 indicator plants having S leaves each. Plants 
v l l l be arranged in an inoooplete block design, lesions wi l l 
be counted on the fifth da^r, fhe ei^erim^Dnt tri l l be replicated 
twice, 
aerologyt» Antiserum against 1!riantheia& isjosaie virus wi l l be 
prepared using partialljr purified virus preparations, iabbits 
previousl^r bled Ibr normal seruta wil l be injected intraveinous-
ly in the ear veins with par t ia l ly purified virus pireparatlon. 
'Xhese infection will be given at intervals of one week. Injec-
t ions wil l be contihued t i l l a fairly good t4tre i s attained, 
l i t r e of the antiserum will be determined by aticzoprtcipltin 
t e s t s , Kabbits wi l l be t r i a l bled during the course of 
injections to find out the t i t r e of the an t i ^ rua , iifhen the 
desiz«d t i t r e has been attained the rabbits wil l be finally 
bled, Xhe blood will be collected in a tube and kept in a 
refrigerator overnight, !Che antiserum wil l be carefully 
collscted by a pippete and stored in a glass bott le in a 
deepfreeee after addition of loerthiolate as a preservative, 
Msrthiolate will be prepared by adding one gran of the dry 
powder to 100 a l of 1,4 per cent borax, ISiis solution will 
be added to the antiserum at the rate of 1 stl per 300 »1 of 
antiserun, 
Micioprecipitin tes t s wil l bo perft>riae4 in petr iplates 
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treated with one percent fbrmvar In ehloroform, Ttfo-foM 
dilutions v i l l be mde of the antiserum and the antigen* 
Antigen and antiseraa drops v i l l be deposited together in 
an orderly array and then mixed hy stirring vith a this glaas 
rod* fhe drops will then be covered vith mineral o i l and 
incubated for 3*6 hrs at room tessera tnre« Be salts will also 
bi» cheeked by incubation at 37»C ft>r 8 hrs* 
Oachterclon^ agar double diffusion test {Ouehterlony, 
1962} will be used for the antigen-antibody reactions* Crude 
sap and purified virus preparations will both bo tested* 
fests will be peribrmed on microscope slides 76 z 26 HHS* Agar 
(0*8 percent) will be prepared in physio logical saline* Slides 
will be flooded with 3 ml agar to isake a bed of agar* Holes 
3 fiaa in diaoater v i l l be pund^d and the agar will be reooved 
by an aspirator* The holes will be kept about 3 lam apart* 
Slides will be incubated at room temperature in a ooist ehanber* 
results willbe recorded after two dtys* Glides will be kept 
for observation fbr several days* Proper controls will always 
be included in all tests* Diffbrent dilutions of thi i^rus 
and antiseraa will be used and tests v i l l be repeated several 
tiises* Htysiological saline, 0*35 percent sodiua chloride in 
distilled water, v i l l be used in making all dilutions* 
iMBunoeleetrophoxesis will be perlbnasd using the sieio 
Bsethod* standard 76 Ban x 26 lua ssieroscope slides v i l l be 
flushed vith 3 al of 0*8 percent Bacto agar in appropriate 
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buffer, BiluB 8 m to 3 BID in dlaiseter v l U tm ponebed in 
the agar to taataic the aatigen solution. A^ppropriatt buffer 
At pH values 6.0| 6.0, 7»0 and 8.0 will be used for eleet io* 
phoresis, ms buffer used as solvent for the agar v i l l be the 
saste, as that used Ibr e lectio phoresis. Electrophoresis will 
be carried out in a eoM room. Ttm run tine of electrophoresis 
wi l l be 1 hr with a current of about 10 ma end 60 volts per 
sl ide (6 volts per CE). After electrophoresis had been ter» 
tsinated a slot 1-2 mm wide wi l l be out in the agar bed para l le l 
to the direction of current flow and f i l led with the antiserua. 
The sl ides will be incubated over night at room temperature 
in a siolst dia@ber. IThe slides wi l l be washed several t i n s 
in the physiological saline for two days, dried and finally 
stained with aisido black. 
Pnyiflcationt* Nicotiaaa tabacms cv Harrison's Special wi l l 
be used as the host plant to culture the vixus fbr purification. 
Six weeks old plants wil l be incubated manually using the lb re* 
finger. Standard extract wil l be used Jbr inoculation and 
only the lower 2 to 3 leaves wil l be rubbed with the inoeulua 
af ter dusting them with carbomndum (500 laesh). leaves will 
be washed imioedlately after inoculation«10 days after ii^eula* 
tion plants showing symptoms typical of the virus wi l l be 
harvested. Only the terminal parts of the plants w i l l be 
hoiiiogeEised in a waring blonder in ehlorofonE and appropriate 
buffer a t appropriate pH using \ ol of chlorofbra and 2 a l of 
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buffer for each graa of t issue. The slurry v l l l be centrlfuged 
at 5,030 rpm for D min to break the emulsion, tins supernatant 
wi l l be collecteoi from the tubes by suction and used for further 
0 
fraetipatlon, jeparatlon of the virus from low ssolecular 
weight cossponents will be achieved by ultraceentrifugation in 
a S30del ii 3-SO Beckman preparative ultraeentrifuge« super-
natant will be contrlfuged for two hrjat 105,ODO g in Kc. S3 
rotor to pel le t the virus, the pellet will be resuspended in 
t> ml of appropri&te buffer at appropriate pH and centrifuged 
for 20 min a t 7,000 g. Ihe sedisBnted material will be d is -
carded and the supernatant will be centrifuged again at 106,000 
g for 2 hrs. Ihe pel let wil l be resuspended in 5 ml of the 
3&m buffer and centrifuged for ID ain a t 7,000 g. The sedi-
{sented material wil l be discarded and the supernatant wil l be 
the par t ia l ly purified virus suspension. Infect ivi ty of this 
preparation and of the different fractions at a l l stains of 
t ^ purification procedure will be tested. 
Hm par t ia l ly purified virus preparation i s l ikely to 
contain quantities of fraction 1 protein and rlboaomal imterial . 
tb& reisoval of these wil l be achieved Qy rate-zonal density 
gradient centrifugation which wil l be carried out as described 
by arakke (1958). Gradient columns will be prepared by layering 
4, 7, 7, 7, and 3 lal of D , 2), ^ , 40 and SO percent sucrose 
in appropriate buffer of appropriate pE in I x 3 in cellulose 
n i t ra te tubes. Gradient coluians thus prepared will be placed 
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in a cold rooci tmti l used the following day. 2 ml of vituB 
suspension will be layered on top of the gi^adient tubes and 
will be centriftiged fbr 4 hrs at 24,000 rp© in the iW 85-1 
zotor of the L 3-50 Beckman preparative ultrucentrifuge. i«.fter 
centrifugation the tubes will be examined in a dax^ room by 
projecting a strong beam of l ight from the top of the tu l« . 
Light scattering band or bands are ejqpected to be visualissed. 
t iaterial fmta l ight scattering sone or zones wi l l be reisoved 
from the density gradient tube with the help of a needle 
bent twice at right angles and attached to a hypodersie syringe. 
The material wil l be dialysed overnight in appropriate buffer 
and then centrlfuged at 106,000 g for 2 hrs . fhe pel let wil l 
be re suspended in appropriate buffer* 
th is purified virus suspension wil l be inoculated on to 
the leaves of C. amaranticolor plants to tes t I t s infect ivi ty 
ana will be used for (JV absorption spectrusi studies. 
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P6B A f E 
He* A tejan^^waa potulaeaatwm L» I^ft,a h e a l t h ^oot | r lg!i t a 
aahoot firoa an Inoculated plant t^ Offiiig aosaie « ^ 7^<-
-aoUmi in sisa ot laairas. > 
^^ B MQOD«geie<m lioep6role>yi(X>)gi»ral»«X.aaf^a healtl^ leaf t 
arld^t loavas froia an iaoeulated plant showing d<Mroi»ati(»i 
and ahoaHStriag foimaticm. 
!llg« 0 Cbwaooediua atztafantioQlog Costal E^yio, Laft,abaaltli3r leaf 
wi^t laa?as from an inotmlatad plant ahowing local leaiona. 
if ® 
PLATE I 
Kh.^X^ ,,,,13; 
«& ia0cmlft^l plaat i^ wwiiii SMWle aottUag «ad doforaatiaa 
of leavfNi, 
^Uh' B ^Xaanis g^ ioafifeaaa U Uf t,ft bsaXtlisr leaf I 3?i|^t Ini ttm 
m inoculated plant shoviiig atld momie* 
7=Mr* t 3sl^32:jk efflodaalig U Iitft,* liMl-isgr Imf}yi|^t letf f^ ran 
® 
PLATE II 
UuLUL^H 
Iff* A ' CfMicun annung^  L. Left ft iMalfhy loaf irifi^t leaf frtMB an 
inOQulfttod plant sliovliig distcnrtioa and i^-vard ourli&g* 
f^ ff* ^ tn«ttth»aa poytalacaatraa Iitft a !ie«lthQr leadTivlfi^ t loaf 
fx*om an inocalatad plant showing gsraan mosaic. 
Fig* C yicotiaaa l^ bacvaa UCV G^. Left a healthy l ea f i r i^ t leaf 
f r<»t an Izxooulated pleat sdvMdng vain banding. 
PLATE 
^ ^ I y ^ ,1V • M 
^ * ^ HieoM^ia glutlaosa L» latt a heal thy X«af }yl|^t iMif froa 
«a iaoeulalwd plant (^ bowing oUd laoaaio sod defosnaatlcm* 
H^* B gJootiMia tabaettm UG'J Barxlacmt^ ^ o i a l * Left A iMaltliir 
laaf { r i ^ t leaves fxoa aa ituxmlated pljot showdag amtaio 
audttllBg oocl deforsaiton* 
^^^ ^ ^io^tlana tabaoan UCf^  BhopaXi.Zieft a hiealtlgr leaf faright 
leaf ttcm an inoculated plant shoffin^ deeoloraticai of leaf 
aad rwluotiffiQ i s slse* 
PLATE IV 
P L A T S V 
^^* ^ Wlootiaaa tabaoti.:: L«C?«Axumd. Left a healtlsQr leaf jrlglat leaf 
} froa an iaooulated plant ahowing iBMaio* 
Fig« 3 Hlootiana <anderae Sond^. Left ahealt^ leafixlght leaf froa 
•n inoeulated plw^t sSiomim aoaaio and ditfonatioin* 
Fl«« C Hiootlana tabacun L,'^ '^ White Burle^ r* Left a healtliy leaff 
riffiit leaf froa an x iaoeulated plwat aheoisg veiaelearlng 
and stantlag* 
® 
PLATE V 
Flf• A |hBriatro^ ,h# biealyculinta H««»« isft an iaftoted tvig of as 
inoculated plonttri^t aofiaio* 
il|r« B gj.<»ttaiMi tabacupJUCv Havrlaon't Spteial. L^i a hoall^ 
leaf |yl|^t leaves fr<^ ec iaooulat^ plaat shoving defoxi-
•xjoation and stages of reduction of laaixuu 
Fif« C niootiana cderelanJIi^ i Graar* Iieft a bMlttaar leaf} right 
leaves froa on inooulated plantt teaming oosaio and leaf 
deforsatioiu 
® 
y^ 1-^ ® 
© 
PLATE VI 
Hg, A 
Fig. B 
» « . C 
F L A T E VII 
5agii§ ^^ WliliBi%>llt ^ iMttm inftoted plmt ahowlng 
dovmraafd-Gurling of leftves and stuntio^i right a liealtl^r 
plant of tb« sai^* 
lapa t^iwaa balsanin^ L. Iioft « hoaltli^ ylaatt lElflht m 
inoottleted plant of Hia samo shoving !aoaaic,do«n««rd 
ourling of loaves and stunting* 
Splnfcoia oleni^ coa U Left a looaltli^ planti r i ^ t iiM* 
Qulatod planttof ths ttnat ahowing coirllng of Xoft-xoa and 
•tuntad ffravth* 
PLATE VII 
